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ABSTRACT
In the solvent-based heavy oil recovery methods, the cyclic solvent injection (CSI)
method has been acknowledged as an effective method with high oil production rate. Oil
recovery in pure solvent CSI study is as high as over 70%. However, injection pressure in
the pure solvent CSI is limited by the low dew point pressure of hydrocarbon at laboratory
ambient temperature condition. In the mixture gas CSI method, although the solvent dew
point pressure can be raised at the ambient temperature condition, recovery factor of this
method is much lower than that of pure solvent CSI method. Therefore, it is necessary to
explore an alternative CSI method which takes advantage of both pure gas-based and
mixture gas-based CSI methods. As raising the pure solvent injection temperature can
increase the solvent dew point pressure, the idea of hot solvent CSI is experimentally tested
in this study. This new type of CSI method is named the cyclic hot solvent injection method
(CHSI).
In the CHSI laboratory study, hot solvent can reach high initial reservoir pressure. The
experimental system consists of a sand-pack model unit, injection unit, production unit and
data acquisition unit. Three major topics have been studied concerning CHSI: the
comparison between CHSI and the replaceable method of CHSI (the mixture gas CSI
method), the comparison between CHSI and the “N-Solv” (hot vapor solvent extraction)
method, and temperature sensitivity analysis in CHSI. Experimental results show that, for
the first topic, oil recovery of CHSI method is much higher than it is in mixture gas CSI
method; for the second topic, oil production performance of CHSI is compared with that
I

in N-Solv; for the third topic, three solvent injection temperature levels are compared with
each other in order to study solvent temperature effect on the oil production performance.
Experimental results show that the CHSI method is an effective heavy oil extraction
method, because this method is superior to mixture gas CSI method and N-Solv method
regarding oil recovery. Oil recovery of CHSI is hardly influenced by solvent injection
temperature. However, solvent injection temperature positively affects oil production rate
during early CSI production period.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Unconventional oil review
Crude oil resources around the world can be categorized as either conventional oil or
unconventional oil. Those oil resources are deposited in worldwide oil reserves where 70%
are unconventional oil reserves. The large consumption of conventional oil resources
triggers the technical revolution for recovering unconventional oil resources.
Unconventional oil resources are defined as oils that are unable to be pumped out to the
surface by conventional production wells. Various oil extraction technologies have been
developed to exploit different types of unconventional oil since the 1980s. The category of
unconventional oil has been changed due to technology evolution. Although the
unconventional oil resources have not been strictly defined, three major unconventional oil
types have been widely acknowledged: (1) tight oil, (2) oil shale and (3) oil sands.
1.1.1 Tight oil
Tight oil is defined as light crude oil that is trapped in low permeability (0.01-0.1mD)
shale or sandstone, which requires the assistance of advanced drilling and completion
technology to produce oil at an economic production rate. Thus, the exploitation limitation
of this resource is the high production cost and the lack of active drilling rigs. Another
characteristic of tight oil is its small reserve scale. Global tight oil reserves is less than 0.5%
of the total worldwide oil reserves.
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1.1.2 Oil shale
Oil shale is defined as kerogen rich, fined grain sedimentary rock. Major oil shale
deposits are located in United States. Liquid hydrocarbons can be withdrawn from oil shale
by increasing the oil shale temperature to a combustible temperature. Due to substantial
heat requirements and environmental concerns, the profit of oil shale resources is
questionable during low oil price periods.
1.1.3 Heavy oil
1.1.3.1 Oil sands exploitation potential
The worldwide estimated oil sands deposit is more than 2 trillion barrels. From a
production scale point of view, extracting oil sands from underground is prospective to
fulfill the significant crude oil demand for global growing fuel consumption (Jiang 2013).
A promising reason to extract oil sand is that the advanced refinery industry for nonupgraded crude oil has been built worldwide.
1.1.3.2 Heavy oil properties
Oil sands contain the hydrocarbon content of either crude bitumen or crude heavy oil
that is deposited in unconsolidated sandstone. Bitumen distinguishes from other kinds of
oil resources because its component contains high sulfur (usually 4%), heavy metal, and
most importantly, high asphaltene. The viscosity of bitumen is higher than 10,000 cP and
the density is lower than 10° API density. Heavy oil viscosity ranges from 100 to 10,000
cP and the density ranges from 10 to 20° API gravity. Heavy oil deposit are found in
partially consolidated sandstone that is formed with clay, sand and water mixture.
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1.1.4 Heavy oil exploitation methods
The depth of heavy oil formation is a critical parameter for production strategy. If the
depth is less than 300m, the heavy oil pay zone is shallow enough for surface open-pit
mining. Otherwise, the deposit should be exploited with in-situ wells production
technologies. In fact, the majority deposit of heavy oil in Canada has been exploited from
the development of in-situ production technologies. The Athabasca heavy oil deposit, for
example, accounts for only 20% of recoverable oil that is available to be produced through
mining and the other 80% should be produced by in-situ wells. The relevant in-situ
technologies at different geographic circumstances and production stages are introduced as
follows.
1.1.4.1 Primary production methods
Cold Heavy Oil Production (CHOPS) has been regarded as the optimal primary
production process since the technology breakthrough in the field of sand handling and
well maintenance between 1985 and 2002. This primary production technology has been
widely implemented in the heavy oil belt of Alberta and the Saskatchewan oil sands deposit.
The advantage of the CHOPS method is the high production rate, which is attributed to the
wormholes generated in the heavy oil formation, which allow more oil to flow towards the
wellbore. The average recovery gained from CHOPS is around 10% (Istchenko and Gates
2011).
1.1.4.2 Post-CHOPs recovery methods
Similar to other crude oil resources, the remaining high percentage of oil in the heavy
oil formation requires subsequent production enhancement in later production stages. The
secondary oil recovery method, waterflooding, has been commonly used in conventional
3

oilfield practice since the 1930s and has been industrially applied in the western Canada
oilfield since the 1960s (Peng et al., 2017). However, heavy oil resources are distinguished
from conventional oil resources because of special oil properties and unconsolidated
sandstone deposit environment. Therefore, in addition to waterflooding, numerous other
“post-CHOPS” recovery methods have been developed to suit heavy oil reservoir
properties. Those methods can be roughly categorized as either steam-based or solventbased recovery methods.
Steam-based recovery methods
Steam-based recovery methods are categorized as Steam Flooding, cyclic steam
stimulation (CSS), steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) and solvent assisted SAGD.
Most of these methods are operated with two wells where steam is injected through the
injection well energizing oil to flow towards the production well. In these methods, steam
is generated at the surface and then injected downward into the formation through the
injection well. Steam Flooding and CSS are vertical well-pattern methods. Steam Flooding
requires at least two wells, but CSS can be operated within a single well. The well pattern
for SAGD and solvent assisted SAGD is a two horizontal design. The operation process
for Steam Flooding can be considered a continuous process where steam is injected through
an injection well and oil is produced from a production well. In the Cyclic Steam
Stimulation (CSS) method, the well pattern is same as that of Steam Flooding, but the
steam injection pattern is cyclic. The three stages of injection, soaking and production are
in sequence. The injection stage introduces a slug of steam into the formation. The well is
then shut in for some days to distribute the steam heat in the reservoir uniformly. In the last
stage, the injection well is transferred into the production well at the wellbore to produce
4

oil. Those three stages comprise one cycle. This cycle is operated repeatedly until the oil
production is unprofitable.
The oil production enhancement principle for steam-based recovery methods can be
concluded as follows. Steam in the formation dilutes the crude oil and reduces the oil
viscosity by heat transfer. Also, the change of the crude oil component reduces the
interfacial tension between the rock surface and asphaltene near the wellbore. In the CSS
method, in addition to oil property improvement, high injection pressure may fracture the
reservoir formation, which enlarges the oil flow space. For SAGD and solvent assisted
SAGD, the gravity drainage effect between two horizontal wells makes the injected steam
form a chamber where oil dilution and viscosity reduction can be enhanced.
The SAGD process is inevitably associated with greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
high water consumption. In order to reduce these problems, adding solvents into the steam
has been considered the available solution for the last 15 years (Bayestehparvin et al., 2016).
Solvent assisted SAGD method
In solvent assisted SAGD, solvent or solvent mixture is injected into the formation with
steam. The advantage of this method over SAGD can be explained in terms of many aspects.
Firstly, the solvent-assisted SAGD method helps reduce the CO2 production compared with
the SAGD method by reducing the natural gas requirement. Secondly, the solvent assisted
SAGD method helps to obtain a higher oil production rate and lower the Steam Oil Ratio
(SOR) compared with the SAGD method. Thirdly, both the water treatment and injection
energy cost will be lowered in the solvent assisted SAGD method in comparison with the
SAGD method (Bayestehparvin et al., 2016).
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Despite the aforementioned benefits from solvent assisted SAGD, several challenges
have arisen in recent years. One is the determination of the optimal solvent injection timing.
Another is the selection of solvent between vapor hydrocarbon solvent and solvent
condensate, which largely depends on availability. Besides, the lack of a field pilot test
restricts the widespread application of solvent assisted SAGD technology.
In all, various potential problems and limitations have been observed in SAGD methods.
Some problems have been solved with help of a solvent. The challenges found in solvent
assisted SAGD technology are also meaningful to understand the operation process of
solvent-based recovery methods.
Solvent-based methods
Solvent-based methods have been proven to save solvent energy in thin reservoirs where
tremendous heat loss occurs when steam-based methods are implemented (Zhou et al.,
2016). In the last 40 years, solvent-based recovery methods have been classified as either
the Vapor Extraction Method (VAPEX) or the Cyclic Solvent Injection Method (CSI). The
VAPEX technology was reported to spend only 3% energy consumption compared to
steam-based methods (Das 1997). Current VAPEX methods can be categorized as ambient
temperature VAPEX and high solvent temperature VAPEX (warm VAPEX or N-Solv). As
for the CSI method, only the ambient temperature CSI method has attracted attention in
laboratory or numerical studies. Some critical parameters that influence the production
performance of the VAPEX method are illustrated in the following section.
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1) Ambient temperature VAPEX
Conventional VAPEX is a two horizontal well method. In the VAPEX process, vapor
solvent is injected from the top well and heavy oil is diluted by the solvent and drained by
the gravity effect between the two wells. In the field application, the distance between the
two wells is around five meters. In the VAPEX process, the injected solvent remains in the
gaseous phase after being injected into the reservoir. It is critical to adapt the injected
solvent temperature and pressure to the reservoir condition. Similar with the steam chamber
from the SAGD process, the solvent vapor chamber also appears between the two wells at
the target pay zone (Ma et al., 2017). The diluted oil viscosity is reduced through asphaltene
precipitation, and oil with lower viscosity is produced through the production well. The
application of VAPEX is limited in a low pressure reservoir because of the solvent injection
condition.
Mixing the solvent with non-condensable gas may increase the injection pressure to a
high reservoir pressure. Usually, the injection mixture pressure is slightly lower than the
mixture dew point pressure. The asphaltene precipitation is unlikely to happen when the
injected solvent pressure is higher than the dew point pressure (James 2009). Mixing the
gas to increase the injection pressure has been studied through VAPEX initial pressure
comparison in studies by Das and Mohammadpoor. Pure solvent in Mohammadpoor’s
VAPEX experiment pressurizes the initial reservoir pressure to 700-800 kPa. In Das’s
VAPEX simulation work, 5% methane combined with 95% propane increases the injection
pressure to as high as 2000 kPa (Das 2008; Torabi and Mohammadpoor 2013). This
comparison demonstrates that mixture gas can increase the initial reservoir pressure in the
VAPEX study.
7

2) High solvent temperature VAPEX
The objective to increase the injected solvent temperature is to introduce heat transfer
in the VAPEX process. The heated solvent temperature is close to the solvent dew point
temperature. Over superheating is not recommended in the case of reducing solvent
solubility in crude oil. The injected vapor solvent will condense along the interface between
the solvent chamber and heavy oil. The liquefied solvent extracts heavy oil more efficiently
in contrast with vapor solvent because of the high diffusion rate. Also, solvent condensation
latent heat reduces the viscosity of diluted oil.
High temperature VAPEX methods can be categorized as either warm VAPEX or the
N-Solv method. The difference between the two methods is that N-Solv ensures the purity
of the injected solvent component by eliminating less condensable impurities in the solvent.
According to the N-Solv technical patent file, the non-condensable composition mole
fraction in the N-Solv technique is less than 5 mole percent (Nenniger 2005). Solvent
condensation is the key factor to enhance oil production performance. Thus, it is essential
to adapt the solvent injection temperature to the dew point temperature. The challenge that
restricts application of high solvent temperature VAPEX is the heat loss in the reservoir
fluids and solid structure (James et al., 2008).
3) Ambient temperature CSI
VAPEX has been regarded as a low production rate technique because of the low mass
transfer rate of diffusion. However, the other solvent injection method, CSI, has been
acknowledged as a high oil-production rate method. High oil production rate is attributed
to the foamy oil effect in the CSI process (Jia et al., 2013). Similar to CSS technology,
solvent is injected through a well into a thin reservoir in the CSI process. After the injection
8

process, the well is shut in for solvent diffusion. Later, the well is operated as a production
well. The production well becomes the injection well once again after the oil production
process is ended. The production procedure stops when the produced oil volume reaches
the lowest profitable limit value. In section 1.1.5, some key parameters and dynamic
mechanisms that influence the CSI process are introduced based on three operation stages
(Zhou et al., 2018).
1.1.5 CSI operation stages
1.1.5.1 Injection stage
During the injection process, vapor solvent is injected from the injection well to the oil
zone formation. In this period, the solvent contacts with heavy oil, which involves two
main mass transfer mechanisms: molecular diffusion and molecular convection. Molecular
convection dominates the solvent movement throughout the reservoir porous media. The
vapor solvent contacts with heavy oil and causes solvent dissolution. The initial gas
saturation is established after the injection of early cycles. The solvent spreads in the
reservoir formation and dissolves into fresh heavy oil and partial solvent moves forward to
the interface between oil and vapor solvent. At this interface, oil is diluted because of the
solvent diffusion mechanism (Butler and Mokrys 1991).
In the hot solvent-based VAPEX method, the N-Solv process, the injected solvent
condenses due to heat loss and then dissolves into the bitumen or heavy oil. The condensed
solvent improves the convective mass transfer between solvent and heavy oil (Rezaei et al.,
2010). However, solvent condensation does not occur in conventional VAPEX and CSI.
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1.1.5.2 Soaking stage
The injection process is followed by a soaking process. During the soaking period, the
injection and production well are shut in. The key parameter of the mass transfer
mechanism during this process is solvent solubility. Solubility of the solvent into the heavy
oil is high with the existence of liquid-solvent film (Li and Mamora 2010). The solvent and
the heavy oil are able to mutually diffuse into each other. The component concentration
within both the solvent and heavy oil determines the diffusion coefficient. The existence
of the solvent concentration gradient between the solvent and heavy oil changes the heavy
oil concentration. Simultaneously, the solvent composition changes because the heavy oil
diffuses into the solvent. It is easier for the heavy oil to diffuse into the solvent if the solvent
condenses during the diffusion process (James 2009).
1) Soaking time effect
The diffusion coefficient is a non-equilibrium parameter. The soaking time influence on
the diffusion coefficient has been studied in a series of CSI tests (Torabi et al., 2012). The
test results show that increasing the soaking time is only functional when the injection
pressure is relatively high (7239 kPa). Increasing the soaking time fails to increase the
recovery factor when the operated injection pressure is as low as 3447 kPa. It should be
noted that the injected solvent phase in the two pressure scenarios is different. In other
words, prolonging the soaking time affects oil production performance only if the injected
solvent is in the liquid phase. As long as vapor solvent is injected, the soaking time will
not influence the production performance. After the soaking process, the well is re-opened
to produce diluted oil and gas.
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1.1.5.3 Production stage
1) Pressure depletion rate
The production strategy determines the oil production performance. For the CSI process,
one critical factor that influences production performance is the pressure depletion rate
(Zhou et al., 2016). Two driving forces of the CSI method, the pressure drawdown gradient
and solution gas drive, are both influenced by the pressure depletion rate. For one, foamy
oil strength largely depends on the pressure depletion rate (Du et al., 2014). For another,
the pressure drawdown gradient depends on the pressure difference between the reservoir
model’s average pressure and the bottom-hole pressure (Busahmin and Maini 2010). The
pressure depletion rate influences solution gas drive due to the dynamic mechanism of
foamy oil behavior.
2) Foamy oil flow behavior
Foamy oil is defined as the non-Darcy two phase flow consisting of oil and dispersed
gas bubbles (Sheng 1997). This definition yields consistency with foamy oil description
stating that foamy oil behavior is a complex flow in which heavy oil is entrained with small
gas bubbles (Smith 1988). The dynamic process of foamy oil has been investigated for over
two decades by various researchers. In the CSI process, the solvent partially dissolves into
heavy oil as solution gas when production starts. As the production well pressure decreases
with a certain pressure depletion rate, the pressure of diluted oil decreases as well. During
this period, all gas bubbles tend to nucleate together and disperse at the surface of the heavy
oil. These gas bubbles tends to be entrained at the oil surface, which forms a continuous
gas phase in the gas-oil system. As the gas saturation at the surface reaches critical gas
saturation, the oil-gas system pressure will reach the pseudo-bubble point pressure (Jia et
11

al., 2013). At this point, the foamy oil flow behavior perishes. Small gas bubbles at the oil
surface will separate with the oil and move to the production well (Jia et al., 2015; Zhou et
al., 2017). Critical gas saturation is defined as the saturation above which gas will move
into porous media (Sheng et al., 1999).
The pressure depletion rate influences foamy oil behavior in the CSI process. During
the bubble coalescence period, gas bubble dispersion duration in the oil phase is affected
by the pressure depletion rate. The lower the pressure gradient is, the less possibility that
gas bubbles will migrate with crude heavy oil.
1.2 Problem Statement
Research on hot solvent temperature CSI has not been found in present published studies
based on the heavy oil extraction methods category summarized in section 1.1.4.2. In other
words, the potential influence of hot solvent on the CSI process has not been studied yet.
Besides, the production driving mechanism in the hot solvent extraction method, such as
the solvent condensation effect on solvent diffusion, has only been studied in warm
VAPEX. In previous CSI studies, mixing solvent with non-condensable gas is the only
published method to increase the solvent injection pressure. Increasing pure solvent
temperature is a theoretically feasible approach to replace the mixture gas method, which
has not been investigated yet. In addition, pure solvent is used in the N-Solv method. As
N-Solv technology has not attracted sufficient attention in laboratory study, it is desirable
to compare hot solvent CSI with N-Solv in an experimental study. The experimental results
data could be extrapolated to compare CSI and VAPEX production performance in terms
of hot solvent application.
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1.3 Research objective and scope
The main objective of this thesis is hot solvent injection CSI (CHSI) methodology study.
The knowledge system of solvent-based methods will be more comprehensively
established by conducting this study. The advantages and disadvantages of CHSI in
comparison with other methods (the mixture gas method, N-Solv) are analyzed. The
influence of the injected solvent temperature will be studied, and an optimal temperature
level will be estimated. The scope of this study is listed as follows.
1. CHSI method in comparison with the mixture gas injection CSI method
Experiments for both the CHSI method and mixture gas injection CSI method have been
conducted. The advantage and limitation of both methods are studied from the
experimental results of the recovery factor, oil rate and solvent chamber growth.
2. The CHSI method in comparison with the N-Solv method
Experiments for both the CHSI method and the N-Solv method have been conducted.
The advantage of the oil production rate in the CHSI method, especially during the highly
productive period, has been studied. The disadvantage of the CHSI method is evaluated
based on the solvent usage requirement.
3. Optimal temperature level study in the CHSI method
An optimal temperature level for the CHSI method is estimated by conducting
experiments based on various injection temperature levels. The solvent utilization factor
and oil production performance have been investigated. The extrapolation of the oil
production data is based on features of foamy oil flow and solution gas drive. The high
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temperature effect on oil viscosity and solvent solubility have also been considered
influential factors.
1.4 Methodology
In order to fulfill the proposal mentioned under research objective and scope, a series
of experiments were conducted. In each experiment, a physical model, an injection system
and a production system form the experimental system. By recording data during the
experimental operation period with help of PC and other data acquiring equipment, several
groups of useful experimental results are recorded including oil and gas production data,
reservoir and bottom-hole pressure data and reservoir temperature data. Some reasonable,
coherent findings that support the research objective can be learned from those data. The
data explanation in this study is also integrated with previous related research findings so
as to make the conclusions more convincing and contributive.
1.5 Thesis outline
This thesis is composed of five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces some background
knowledge and the research necessity of this study. Based on this research topic, the
relevant research scope and objective are also mentioned in this chapter. In the next chapter,
a pair of CSI experiments including mixture gas and CHSI tests are introduced. Chapter 3
presents the comparison between CHSI and N-Solv with two relevant experiments. In
Chapter 4, two CHSI experiments are conducted with one additional CSI experiment
conducted at the ambient temperature level. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 include the literature
review, experimental materials introduction, experimental procedure descriptions,
experimental results discussions and conclusions. Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions
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from the previous chapters and gives technical recommendations for future hot solventbased recovery methods.
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CHAPTER 2 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MIXTURE GAS CYCLIC
SOLVENT INJECTION METHOD AND THE CYCLIC HOT SOLVENT
INJECTION METHOD
Abstract
The cyclic solvent injection method (CSI) can extract heavy oil efficiently due to the
advantage of high oil production rate. This method has encountered the challenge of the
upper limit of the solvent injection pressure. Specifically, solvent injection pressure
sometimes fails to reach the target reservoir pressure. Currently, mixture gas injection is
considered a solution to increase solvent injection pressure. However, this method has
gained low oil recovery and limited solvent diffusion efficiency.
In this chapter, an alternative CSI-based recovery method called cyclic hot solvent
injection (CHSI) has been developed to avoid the disadvantage of the mixture gas method.
Pure solvent has been applied in the new method instead of mixing the solvent with other
gases. The pure solvent is preheated before being injected into the reservoir to increase the
solvent injection pressure. A CHSI experiment has been conducted in a physical reservoir
model. The heated solvent is injected from a 55℃ oven into the ambient temperature model.
As a result, high initial reservoir pressure of 1860 kPa is supplied by the injected solvent.
In addition, a mixture gas injection CSI experiment has been conducted to compare it with
the CHSI method under the same initial reservoir pressure condition.
According to experimental results, CHSI method is superior to mixture gas CSI method
regarding oil production performance, because the recovery factor of the CHSI method is
52.8% while the recovery factor in the mixture gas injection method is only 28.9%.
Although several high oil rate cycles exist in the mixture gas method during the early
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production phase, the high oil rate period in the CHSI method is much longer than that of
the mixture gas injection method. Solution gas drive and foamy oil flow in the CHSI
method are both stronger than those in the mixture gas CSI method. In the CHSI method,
solvent chamber expands due to the gas flooding effect. However, in the mixture gas CSI
method, the solvent chamber tends to remain in a fixed area, which restricts solvent
diffusion into heavy oil.
2.1 Introduction
Solvent-based recovery methods have been considered promising technologies to
extract heavy oil resources (Bayestehparvin et al., 2016). In these methods, solvent
injection pressure is a critical parameter to suit the specific reservoir condition. However,
pure solvent (light hydrocarbon) usually fails to reach a high initial reservoir pressure at
room-temperature condition. For example, vapor propane only reaches the initial reservoir
pressure up to 800 kPa (Du et al., 2014). However, in-situ reservoir pressure is probably
much higher than 840 kPa. For example, in the JIVE project, the injection pressure was set
above 3100 kPa in order to reach the initial reservoir pressure after primary production
(Chang et al., 2014).
Dew point pressure is always considered the optimal solvent injection pressure in order
to maximize injection fluid vapor phase concentration (McCain 1990). Thus, in the solvent
recovery method, the key technical difficulty is to increase the solvent dew point pressure
to reach a relatively high initial reservoir pressure (Jia et al., 2013).
Mixture gas injection and hot solvent injection are two potential methods where the
solvent dew point pressure can reach a high initial reservoir pressure. The mixture gas
injection method refers to applying light hydrocarbon and non-condensable gas together in
17

conventional solvent-based recovery methods (the vapor solvent extraction method or CSI)
(Jiang et al., 2010; Ivory et al., 2010). In the hot solvent injection method, a high
temperature solvent is employed to increase the solvent dew point pressure so that a high
initial reservoir pressure is reached (Haghighat et al., 2013; Nenniger and Gunnewiek
2009). In the following sections, the implementation of mixture gas and hot solvent
methods have been categorized based on the two conventional solvent-based recovery
methods: VAPEX (vapor solvent extraction) and CSI.
Recently, both mixture gas and hot solvent methods have been experimentally explored
in the VAPEX recovery method. The role of light hydrocarbon composition has been
studied through CMG simulation work in mixture gas application (Das 2008). It has been
found that the mixture gas mole fraction affects the solvent dissolution efficiency at a high
initial reservoir pressure condition (2000 kPa). Specifically, the non-condensable gas
component impedes the dissolution of propane at the oil-gas interface, and thus hinders
heavy oil extraction efficiency. In addition to the mass transfer-based mixture gas injection
method, the heat transfer based hot solvent injection method is also applicable in the
VAPEX process. In this process, solvent is injected at or above the dew point temperature
so that it will condense in room-temperature reservoirs. As a result, heat is transferred
through the reservoir increasing solvent diffusion efficiency and decreasing oil viscosity
(Rezaei and Chatzis 2007). However, increasing the solvent temperature may negatively
impact the production process, because high temperature may decrease gas solubility in
heavy oil (Das 2008).
In addition to application in the VAPEX process, mixture gas is also applicable in the
CSI-based recovery process at a high initial reservoir pressure condition (Chang et al., 2009;
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Yadali et al., 2013; Du 2017). In one CSI experimental study, mixture gas composes 40%
mole fraction propane and 60% mole fraction carbon dioxide (Du 2017). The mixture gas
injection pressure is 2100 kPa, which is slightly lower than the solvent dew point pressure
at the reservoir condition. This injection pressure design makes the injected solvent remain
in the gaseous phase during the injection period. Furthermore, as discussed in the VAPEX
process, a hot solvent can also be used to increase the solvent dew point in the high
reservoir pressure condition. However, current research attention has focused on mixture
gas rather than on hot solvent during the last twenty years in the CSI process (Chang and
Ivory 2013; Ivory et al., 2010).
Various dynamic mass transfer processes are involved in the high reservoir pressurebased CSI method, such as solvent chamber expansion and production well pressure
depletion. The solvent chamber is an important area to study foamy oil flow in the CSI
process. The oil-gas flow system within the solvent vapor chamber has been studied
through numerical simulation work (Hong et al., 2017). It has been suggested that gas-oil
flow inside the solvent chamber is governed by either free gas flow or foamy oil flow. The
pressure depletion rate is an important parameter to induce solution gas drive and foamy
oil flow to provide the production driving force (Zhou et al., 2017). The influence of the
pressure depletion rate on foamy oil flow has been discussed in a series of CSI experiments
(Du 2017). From the production performance aspect, a high-pressure depletion rate may
lead to high oil recovery. On the other hand, from the oil upgrading aspect, the higher the
pressure decline rate, the more asphaltene will be precipitated in the produced oil, which
deteriorates the produced oil quality. Accordingly, the optimal pressure depletion rate is at
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a medium level with a comprehensive consideration of both production performance and
oil quality.
Compared with the VAPEX process, a high oil rate is more achievable in the CSI
process because of solution gas drive and foamy oil flow behavior (Zhou et al., 2018). Thus,
the hot solvent-based CSI method is possibly superior to the warm-VAPEX method
regarding oil production efficiency. In addition, the advantage of the warm-VAPEX
method in comparison with room-temperature VAPEX is an inspiration for hot solvent
application in the CSI process (Pathak et al., 2011). In other words, it is desirable to try to
replace the room-temperature solvent with a hot solvent to improve production
performance in the CSI process. However, potential disadvantages of the hot solvent may
exist with respect to the foamy oil feature and operation cost. High temperature may impact
foamy oil behavior, since foamy oil will break down if the upper limiting temperature is
passed (Zhang 1999). Besides, solvent solubility in the heavy oil will possibly decrease
because of high injection temperature (Li et al., 2013). In sum, there are potential
advantages and disadvantages in CSI hot solvent application. However, hot solvent
disadvantages are not found in the mixture gas CSI application. Therefore, it remains
questionable that hot solvent injection CSI is more effective compared to mixture gas
injection CSI.
In this study, two experiments are conducted to compare the production performance of
the hot solvent CSI process (CHSI) and the mixture gas CSI process. Oil production
efficiency is investigated through oil recovery and oil rate data. Solvent diffusion effect is
reflected by reservoir pressure changes before and after the soaking period. Solvent
chamber growth and the residual oil saturation profile demonstrate foamy oil behavior and
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the gas flooding effect. The reservoir model temperature changes owing to solvent heat
transfer during the hot solvent injection CSI process. The experimental results illustrate
that the hot solvent method produces oil more effectively in comparison with the mixture
gas injection method. The oil rate of the mixture gas CSI method is advantageous in the
early productive phase. Foamy oil behavior in the hot solvent CSI method is stronger than
it is in the mixture gas CSI method in the early productive phase.
2.2 Experimental section
2.2.1 Experimental Materials
2.2.1.1 Reservoir and fluid properties
The reservoir model and dead oil for the two experiments are the same. The oil resource
is from the western Canada oil field called Manatokan. Dead oil properties are listed in
table 2.1, and room temperature is 21℃. The initial oil viscosity for both experiments is
2200cP at room temperature. The molecular weight of the heavy oil is 389 g/mol, and the
sandstone reservoir is modeled with a 2D sand-pack stainless steel model.
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Table 2.1 Dead oil properties of the Manatokan oil field.
Temperature
°C

Viscosity
cP

Density
kg/m3

Compressibility
1/kPa

15

4330

967.9

5.2×10-7

21

2200

964.3

5.5×10-7

25

1830

961.8

5.7×10-7

75

72.3

929.5

6.6×10-7
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2.2.1.2 Sand-pack model
The same sand-pack model has been used in the two experiments. The basic structure
and dimension of the model are introduced in this section. The 2D stainless model includes
a sealing system and inside container. There are 12 fitting ports along the model edge,
which are designed for settling wells, testing pressure or testing temperature. For both
experiments, one port is used for both well operation and reservoir bottom-hole pressure
testing; another port is used for reservoir pressure testing; and a further six ports are used
for temperature measurement. The other four ports are tightly sealed during experimental
operation. One important procedure before sealing the container is to use gauze to filter the
sand. Three ports on the model need this procedure: the operation well port and another
two ports which are used for water and oil saturation.
The dimension of the inside model container is 40cm (length) × 20cm (width) × 2cm
(height). The model is defined as a 2D physical model because of its small thickness
(height). The bulk volume of the model is 1600 cm3 according to the model dimension.
The bulk volume of each test may change because of inner volume change due to painting
materials.
There are two inherent limitations in the sand-pack model: the wall effect and the
boundary effect. The friction difference between the stainless steel plate and glass beads
leads to the wall effect. The wall effect in the sand-pack model may create a high
permeability channel (Du et al., 2014). Another limitation for the sand-pack model is the
boundary effect. The boundary effect limits the application of the laboratory study in the
field. Therefore, a multiple-scale physical modelling study is necessary to upscale
laboratory work in the field, but this topic is beyond the scale of this study.
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2.2.2 Experiment set-up
The experimental set-up work starts after step 6 and before step 7 in the experimental
procedure flow (section 2.3).
2.2.2.1 Mixture gas CSI process
As figure 2.1 (a) shows, the experimental set-up for mixture gas injection is composed
of four units: (1) the sand-pack model unit, (2) the injection unit, (3) the production unit
and (4) the data acquisition unit. The injection unit consists of one propane tank, one carbon
dioxide cylinder, two transfer cells, one water flask, two syringe pumps and three pressure
gauges. The sand-pack model unit consists of a sand-pack model, six thermocouples and
two thermal meters. The production unit consists of one back-pressure regulator (BPR),
one oil container, one electrical scale and one gas flow meter. The data acquisition unit
consists of a pressure indicator and two laptops.
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Figure 2.1(a) Experimental schematic diagram (the mixture gas injection CSI test)
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Figure 2.1(b) Experimental schematic diagram (the CHSI test)
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Figure 2.1(c) Live experimental set-up image (CHSI test)
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2.2.2.2 CHSI process
The experimental set-up for the CHSI method consists of four units: (1) a sand-pack
model unit, (2) an injection unit, (3) a production unit and (4) a data acquisition unit. The
injection unit consists of a propane tank, two transfer cells, a syringe pump, an oven, a
pressure gauge, a temperature controller, a heating tape and a water flask. The temperature
of the hot solvent contained transfer cell is controlled by the oven. Heating tape is used to
maintain the solvent temperature inside the injection system tube. The heating tape
temperature is monitored by a temperature controller. The tape is wrapped with a fabric
roll and tinfoil to reduce heat loss from the tube to the surroundings.
The sand-pack unit, production unit and data acquisition unit are same as those of the
mixture gas injection method. The experiment set-up schematic diagram is shown in figure
2.1(b). The experimental set-up image is captured in figure 2.1(c).

2.2.3 Experimental procedure
2.2.3.1 Mixture gas CSI process
In the mixture gas CSI process, there are three major procedures in sequence: (1) model
preparation, (2) injected solvent preparation and (3) the cyclic test.
1) Model preparation
1. Model construction. The construction consists of assembling each part of the model
together including the aluminum body, polycarbonate plate, O-ring and Plexiglass, and
then sealing the model with NPT fittings and bolts.
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2. Leakage test. This test involves testing model leakage by injecting carbon dioxide
into the empty model at the test reservoir pressure (1860 kPa). The bolts along the model
should be tightened again if the model pressure drops during the leakage test process.
3. Packing. Packing the model with glass beads. The diameters of the glass beads are
between 90 and 150μm (Zhou 2015). Before packing, electrical tape is placed on the inner
surface of the model to decrease the model wall effect. After packing, it is necessary to
record the volume of used sand, which represents the reservoir bulk volume.
4. Porosity measurement. Air in the model is evacuated first by a vacuum pump until
the model inner pressure reaches the lowest negative pressure (around -93.5 kPa). Next, a
certain volume of water is imbibed into the reservoir porous media until the reservoir
pressure is back to the atmosphere pressure. After that the imbibed water volume in the
model is measured. The porosity could be calculated by dividing the model bulk volume
with the water volume. The measured reservoir porosity is listed in table 2.2.
5. Permeability measurement. This measurement involves connecting a model to a
pump which is set at a series of flow rates. The pressure gradient between the input side
and output side of the model are measured by a pressure gauge. The measured pressure
gradient and corresponding water flow rate are used to calculate reservoir permeability
based on Darcy’s Law (McCain 1990). The calculated permeability is listed in table 2.2.
6. Oil saturation. Dead oil is injected into the model to displace water. The injection rate
is as low as 0.01ml/min in order to prevent oil fingering. The displaced water volume is
the volume of oil that is injected in the reservoir. Initial oil saturation and connate water
saturation data are recorded in table 2.2. The next step is conducted immediately after oil
saturation to prevent the aging effect on oil production performance (Peng et al., 2017).
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Table 2.2 Reservoir properties and fluid condition (mixture gas test vs. CHSI test).
Case study

Porosity
(%)

Permeability
(Darcy)

Initial oil
saturation (%)

Mixture gas

37.4

2.34

93.2

6.8

CHSI

34.5

2.48

91.5

8.5

30

Connate water
saturation (%)

2) Solvent preparation
7. Solvent preparation. After the model preparation procedure, the solvent preparation
work starts. The goal of this procedure is to prepare one liter of mixture gas. The mixture
gas preparation method is quoted from the method of a previous mixture gas-based CSI
experiment (Du 2017). The injection pressure in this study is 1860 kPa. In order for the
injected solvent to remain an injected solvent in the gaseous phase, the mixture gas
composition is designed as 46 mole percent propane and 54 mole percent carbon dioxide
where the mixture gas dew point pressure is 1884 kPa at the room temperature condition.
Propane is injected at 831 kPa from a gas tank to transfer cell 1. Carbon dioxide is injected
from the gas tank to transfer cell 1, which ends after the transfer cell pressure reaches 1860
kPa. Transfer cell 2 is prepared in the same way as transfer cell 1 because transfer cell 2
serves as a standby cylinder to store mixture gas.
3) Cyclic test procedure
8. Injection. The injection valve is opened while other valves are closed. Mixture gas is
injected by the syringe pump at a constant pressure of 1860 kPa. The reservoir bottom-hole
pressure (BHP) increases simultaneously with the injection of the solvent. At a later stage
of injection period, the injection strategy changes from constant pressure to a constant low
flow rate in order to keep the injection pressure lower than the mixture gas dew point
pressure. The final BHP after injection is controlled around 1860 kPa while remaining
lower than 1884 kPa. The final BHP after injection process represents the initial reservoir
pressure condition.
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9. Soaking. The injection valve is closed. The BHP and reservoir pressure decrease with
time during the soaking period due to the solvent diffusion effect. The soaking time remains
at 30 minutes.
10. Production. The injection well is transformed into the production well during the
production period. The bottom-hole pressure depletion rate is 12.5 kPa/min, which is
controlled by a back-pressure regulator (BPR). The bottom-hole pressure drops at this
pressure depletion rate from the initial reservoir pressure to the ambient atmosphere
pressure. Although the pressure depletion rate of each test is the same, the production time
varies in each experiment, since it is dependent not only on the pressure depletion rate but
also on the gas flow rate and formation blockage (Pathak et al., 2012; Hong et al., 2017).
11. Restart a new cycle. Repeat steps 8 to 10. Also, step 7 is conducted between the last
cycle’s step 10 and the next cycle’s step 8. The whole experiment process ends when the
produced oil mass of one cycle is lower than 1 gram.
12. Residual oil saturation measurement. Residual oil and water saturation are measured
after the test. The measurement method is quoted from the method used in a previous 2D
sand-pack model CSI test (Jia et al., 2013).

2.2.3.2 The CHSI process
The CHSI method includes three major steps: model preparation, solvent preparation
and the cyclic test. The model preparation procedure is same as that of the mixture gas
injection method. The solvent preparation and cyclic test are described as follows.
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1) Solvent preparation
Solvent preparation and injection procedures are different from those of the mixture gas
case. Several steps are conducted in sequence to prepare one liter of pure hot vapor solvent
(propane).
(1) Preheat the solvent storage space. The oven and heating tape temperature are set at
the target temperature (55℃).
(2) Eject the air in the transfer cell. The air is driven out from transfer cells 1 and 2 by
injecting 1-liter of water into two transfer cells through syringe pumps.
(3) Pressurize the transfer cell. Propane is injected at a constant pressure from the
propane tank into transfer cell 1. The connection valve between cell 1 and cell 2 are kept
closed and the water in cell 1 will be pushed out into the water flask 1. Next, propane is
injected into transfer cell 2 from the propane tank. The instant pressure in transfer cell 1
and 2 are both around 830 kPa. Later on, transfer cell 1 and 2 are connected by opening the
connection valve between the two transfer cells. Subsequently, two transfer cells are
pressurized by pump 1. Transfer cell 2 will reach around 1600 kPa to 1800 kPa after cell 1
is fully filled by pumped water. After pump operation, the pressurized solvent in cell 2
keeps vaporizing in the 55℃ oven. As a result, the pressure in transfer cell 2 will increase
until almost all the liquid solvent has been transferred in vapor solvent.
2) Cyclic test procedure
This procedure includes injection, soaking and production procedures. Soaking and
production procedures are same as those of the mixture gas method. The solvent injection
process is introduced below.
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Both the injection well valve and the valve that connects the injection well and transfer
cell 2 are opened. Pump 2 is set slightly higher than 1860 kPa in order to overcome the
pressure loss in the gas transportation tubes. Later on, hot solvent is injected into the
reservoir at a constant pressure, which is controlled by pump 2. During the later stage of
injection, the injection strategy transfers from constant pressure to a constant low flow rate
to keep the injected solvent in the vapor phase. The solvent dew point pressure at the
injected solvent temperature, 55℃, is 1908 kPa. The bottom-hole pressure (initial reservoir
pressure) after each cycle’s injection process is in the range of 1840 kPa and 1900 kPa,
which is within the vapor phase pressure range.
3) Additional solvent preparation in later cycles
In later cycles, a solvent provided by 1 liter volume of transfer cell 2 is not sufficient to
increase BHP to around 1860 kPa. Condensed solvent in the solvent chamber hinders
contact between the gaseous solvent and untouched heavy oil out of chamber (Ma et al.,
2017). Therefore, solvent preparation steps have to be repeated to reach the target BHP
pressure.
Just as in the mixture gas injection method, the experiment stops when the produced oil
mass of one cycle is lower than 1 gram.
2.3 Results and discussion
In section 2.3.1, some influential factors of mixture gas and hot solvent application in
past experimental research are summarized. In section 2.3.2, the experimental results and
the analysis between the two tests in this study are discussed.
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Table 2.3 The experimental results of recent hot solvent or mixture gas-based recovery
methods.
Cold solvent-based
recovery method

Hot solvent-based
recovery method

Mixture gas applied in CSI

Hot solvent applied
in VAPEX

Hot solvent
applied in CSI

Ref#

(Ivory et al.,
2010)

(Du et al.,
2014)

This
study

(Pathak
et al.,
2011)

(Rezaei
et al.,
2010)

This
study

Model
configuration

Cone

Cylindrical

2D

Cylinder

2D

2D

Porosity (%)

38

35

37

21

37

34

Permeability
(Darcy)

4.5

5.2

2.5

0.35

830

2.5

Initial reservoir
temperature
(℃)

20

21

20

53

36
(dew
point)

20

Injected
solvent
temperature
(℃)

20

21

20

53

43

55

Recovery
factor

44.4%

33.8%

28.9%

41.2%

29.3%

52.9%

0.132~0.429

0.105

0.04

0.006

1.154

0.029

Oil production
rate (g/min)
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2.3.1 Influential factors in the two solvent-based methods
2.3.1.1 Foamy oil and heat transfer influence on oil production
In previous mixture gas and hot solvent-based recovery studies, the top two highest oil
recovery cases were Ivory’s mixture gas CSI test (44.4%) and Pathak’s warm VAPEX test
(41.2%). This could be explained from the driving mechanism point of view. The two
methods took advantage of the foamy oil driving force and heat transfer driving force,
respectively. Also, the oil rate comparison between the two methods testified the oil rate
advantage of the CSI method in comparison with the VAPEX method (Jia et al., 2013).
Thus, it is possibly feasible to apply the hot solvent CSI method where both solvent heat
transfer and foamy oil flow behavior contribute to oil production.
2.3.1.2 Reservoir properties influence on oil production
The relatively low oil recovery from the study of Rezaei (29.3%) was understandable
for two reasons (Rezaei et al., 2010). For one, the heating temperature was only 7℃ higher
than the dew point temperature. For another, neither foamy oil nor the gravity effect
occurred in the production process. The high oil production rate in this test was the result
of reservoir high permeability. In normal permeability range studies (2.5~5.2 Darcy), the
gravity drainage effect leads to a higher production rate in Du’s experiment in comparison
with that of the two experiments in this study. In addition, the recovery of the mixture gas
case in this study (28.9%) was close to the recovery rate from Du’s experiment (33.8%),
because the oil properties and production strategy are similar.
In short, reservoir properties are influential to oil production performance in solventbased recovery methods. Thus, in this study, the reservoir properties of both the CHSI
experiment and the mixture gas experiment should remain relatively constant. The
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advantages and disadvantages of the CHSI method in comparison with the mixture gas
injection CSI method are discussed in section 3.2.
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Figure 2.2 Recovery factor comparison between the mixture gas case and the CHSI
case
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Table 2.4 Basic production data during the two production phases in this study.
Cycle range of
each phase

Average
production rate
(g/min)

Phase
1

Phase
2

Phase
1

Phase
2

Phase
1

Phase
2

Total

Oil
viscosity
after
production
(cP)

Mixture
gas

1~4

5~11

0.134

0.017

24.5

4.4

28.9

1648

CHSI

1~12

13~19

0.052

0.009

47.5

5.3

52.8

710

Test
project

Recovery %
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Figure 2.3 The average reservoir temperature change with cumulative production time
(CHSI case)
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2.3.2 Experimental results comparison between CHSI and mixture gas CSI
2.3.2.1 Recovery comparison
Figure 2.2 shows the recovery comparison between the two methods. The final oil
recovery of the CHSI case is 52% while the recovery of mixture gas case is only 28%. This
recovery comparison is in accordance with the result of Du’s experimental study (Du 2017).
In that study, the recovery of the pure solvent test (test 1) was 68% while the recovery of
the mixture gas test (test 4) was 36%. The recovery contrast can be explained from mass
transfer and heat transfer aspects.
From the mass transfer aspect, compared with the CHSI method, foamy oil flow in the
mixture gas CSI process is restricted because non-condensable gas decreases the solvent
partial pressure and creates the solvent diffusion boundary (Talbi 2004). The diffusion
boundary effect can be explained from the diffusion rate difference between propane and
CO2 within heavy oil. The diffusion experiment result shows that the diffusion coefficient
of propane in heavy oil is approximately higher than 0.706×10−9 m2/s when the system is
slightly below the solvent dew point pressure (Yang and Gu 2006). However, the diffusion
coefficient of CO2 in the oil-solvent system is as low as 6.4~8.01 ×10−10 m2/s. The
relatively low diffusion rate of CO2 causes the so-called “diffusion boundary effect.”
From the heat transfer aspect, the hot solvent conducts heat transfer in heavy oil, which
decreases the oil viscosity and thus increases the oil flow rate. The oil viscosity measured
after the production process is listed in table 2.4. The produced oil viscosity contrast
between the two methods demonstrates the advantage of the CHSI method over the mixture
gas injection method. The temperature increment during the whole production period in
the CHSI test is shown in figure 2.3. In the CHSI case, the low produced oil viscosity and
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the high oil recovery indicate that temperature’s positive influence on oil viscosity
reduction offsets temperature’s negative influence on foamy oil stability and solvent
solubility and the possible reason is the low temperature increase gradient. According to
figure 2.3, significant model heat loss results in only a 7℃ increase of the model average
temperature at the end of the production period.
2.3.2.2 Solvent diffusion comparison
The pressure drop after the soaking period reflects the solvent diffusion efficiency. The
experimental soaking time remains constant at 30 minutes in each cycle. The average
pressure drop of each cycle is recorded in table 2.5, and the corresponding pressure drop
scatter plot is shown in figure 2.4. Figure 2.4 and table 2.5 demonstrate that the solvent
diffusion efficiency in the CHSI case is much higher than that in mixture gas case. The
injected solvent temperature difference and the non-condensable gas effect are two reasons
for such a diffusion effect contrast.
From the solvent temperature aspect, in the CHSI test, a high temperature solvent
condenses at the solvent-oil interface and the consequential liquefied solvent increases the
solvent concentration in the oil phase. A high solvent concentration leads to a high solvent
mass transfer efficiency due to the incremental concentration gradient (Badamchi-Zadeh
et al., 2013).
From the mixture gas aspect, carbon dioxide remaining in the vapor chamber creates a
diffusion boundary at the gas-oil interface. This diffusion boundary may hinder the
subsequent injected vapor solvent from dissolving into untouched heavy oil. Another
negative effect on mass transfer is that certain vapor partial pressure is occupied by carbon
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dioxide, which impedes the solubility of the solvent at the heavy oil interface and thus
decreases the solvent mass transfer efficiency (James 2009).
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Table 2.5 The average pressure drop of all cycles after the soaking period in two tests.
Average pressure
drop, kPa
̅̅̅̅
∆𝑃

Mixture gas injection
test
27

44

CHSI
test
58

180
160

mixture gas
CHSI

Pressure drop, kPa
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Figure 2.4 Pressure drop after soaking in the mixture gas test and the CHSI test
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Figure 2.5 Oil rate comparison between the mixture gas and the CHSI tests
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2.3.2.3 Production phase definition
Figure 2.2 shows that there are two distinguishable production phases in the recovery
profiles for both methods. This is in accordance with the situation from previous pure
solvent and mixture gas CSI experiments (Du 2017). Accordingly, the concept of “phase 1
and phase 2,” which is defined in Du’s CSI experiment, is used to describe the dynamic oil
production behavior.
The oil rate profile for both methods is shown in figure 2.5. The ending cycle of phase
1 is defined as the cycle where oil rate peaks in the later oil production period after which
it will not rise beyond. The dividing cycles in the two tests are marked with large circle
symbols. The cycle number of phase 1 and phase 2 for the two tests are recorded in table
2.4.
The driving force of phase 1 is dominated by the solution gas drive and foamy oil flow.
The main production contribution during phase 2 is the pressure gradient between the
reservoir pressure and the bottom-hole pressure (Du et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). In
order to investigate phase 1 and phase 2 behavior in the two methods, the solution gas drive,
foamy oil behavior, solvent chamber growth and residual oil saturation profile are studied.
2.3.2.4 Solution gas drive and foamy oil effect study
For both methods, the recovery contribution of phase 1 is much higher than it is in phase
2 as shown in table 2.4. Thus, it is necessary to study the driving forces during production
phase 1. For both methods, the average pressure difference between the model pressure
and the bottom-hole pressure within different bottom-hole pressure ranges is shown in
figure 2.7, and the corresponding cumulative oil recoveries at different bottom-hole
pressure ranges are shown in figure 2.6. In this study, the initial reservoir pressure should
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not be a variable. Thus, the initial reservoir pressure of both tests is the same as 1860 kPa
(abs). As shown in figures 2.6 and 2.7, bottom-hole pressure values have been shown in
relative form. The relative pressure value is calculated by dividing the bottom-hole pressure
with the initial reservoir pressure (1860 kPa). In figure 2.6, the value on the y axis refers
to the cumulative recovery factor within the pressure decline range between the previous x
axis point and the point that shows on the x axis. For example, in figure 2.6, the cumulative
recovery factor of the CHSI test is 17.8% at the pressure decline range of 0.3~0.2. In figure
2.7, the value on the y axis refers to the average pressure difference within the pressure
decline range between the previous x axis point and the point which shows on the x axis.
The x axis shows the value from large to small in order to demonstrate the pressure
depletion process during the CSI production period.
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Figure 2.6 Distribution of the cumulative recovery in each pressure decline range
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the bottom-hole pressure in each pressure decline range (CHSI and mixture gas tests)
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The correlation between recovery and average pressure is different in the two methods.
In the early half pressure decline range (1~0.4), as shown in figure 2.7, the average pressure
difference between the model pressure and the bottom-hole pressure in both methods is
less than 20 kPa, which is negligible compared with that in the later bottom-hole pressure
ranges. The small pressure gradient indicates that solution gas drive rather than foamy oil
flow dominates the production process during the early pressure decline range. The reason
behind this is that, in early CSI cycles, the solvent can dissolve into the oil effectively
during the soaking period. Consequently, a large area of fully dissolved oil remains near
the production well. Therefore, solution gas will exsolve from the oil as soon as the
production period initiates. As a result, the bottom-hole pressure will not be largely
different from the reservoir pressure. However, the solution gas drive of the two methods
is completely different during this period. According to figure 2.6, oil recovery in the CHSI
test is around 13% while the recovery of the mixture gas test is almost zero when the
bottom-hole pressure decline range is within 1~0.4 (1860~744 kPa). This comparison
shows that solution gas drive is conducted more efficiently in the CHSI method than it is
in the mixture gas CSI method during the early pressure decline range.
In the later bottom-hole pressure decline range (744~0 kPa), for both methods, the
average pressure gradient is larger than that from the earlier pressure decline range. This is
caused by the strong foamy oil flow within this range, which accelerates the bottom-hole
pressure decline rate and thus increases the pressure difference between the reservoir
pressure and the bottom-hole pressure. The foamy oil effect on the bottom-hole pressure
acceleration is due to the nature of non-equilibrium of trapped bubbles exsolving at the
foamy oil surface (Du 2017). Interestingly, although the pressure gradient of mixture gas
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case is relatively higher than it is in the CHSI case especially within the pressure range of
0.3~0.2 (558~372 kPa), the corresponding oil recovery in the mixture gas case is similar
with that of the CHSI case. This result indirectly indicates that a hot solvent energizes the
foamy oil flow more effectively in comparison with mixture gas in the later bottom-hole
pressure decline range.
In sum, during early pressure decline ranges, the CHSI method is advantageous over the
mixture gas injection method regarding solution gas drive. The reason behind this finding
is that pure solvent can dissolve into a larger area of untouched heavy oil in contrast with
mixture gas. In the mixture gas case, non-condensable gas (CO2) creates a solvent diffusion
boundary which decelerates the dissolution rate of propane in heavy oil. Moreover, in later
pressure decline ranges, foamy oil dominates the oil production driving force for both
methods. The hot solvent of the CHSI method conducts heat transfer on diluted oil, which
further decreases the oil viscosity and increases the oil flow rate. Therefore, oil recovery is
relatively higher in the CHSI case than that in the mixture gas case.
Interestingly, the average oil rate in the mixture gas method is higher than it is in the
CHSI method at early cycles as shown in figure 2.5 and table 2.4. Therefore, there is an
extra oil enhancement force in the mixture gas injection method in addition to the foamy
oil driving force. The reason behind this phenomenon is explained in the next section.
2.3.2.5 Solvent chamber growth comparison
The extra oil driving force in the mixture gas method is attributed to the gas fingering
effect. Although both propane and CO2 may channel along the boundary of the model due
to the model wall effect, CO2 tends to finger more harshly because its solubility in heavy
oil is lower than propane (Mohammad 2010). As a result, the finger-shaped solvent
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chamber grows in the mixture gas reservoir model, which enlarges the oil-solvent contact
area. The final finger-shaped chamber is shown in residual oil saturation profile (figure
2.16). The produced gas from the chamber can carry oil towards the production well.
Consequently, oil is produced effectively in the early production period. Therefore, gas
fingering improves the oil production performance in the mixture gas CSI injection method,
which compensates for the relatively weak foamy oil behavior during production phase 1.
However, the positive influence of gas fingering perishes quickly after the oil along the
gas channel is considerably extracted. Under this circumstance, injected CO2 tends to
remain in the gaseous vapor chamber and hinders injected propane from contacting
untouched oil outside of the chamber. As a result of solvent diffusion restriction, the oil
production rate drops quickly, which initiates a low oil production phase (phase 2). As
shown in figure 2.8, from the beginning of production phase 2 of mixture gas test, the GOR
difference between the two methods becomes larger. This phenomenon indicates that the
foamy oil flow decays sharply during phase 2 as a result of solvent chamber restriction. It
should be noted that the solvent chamber expansion track in the CHSI case is different from
that of mixture gas case. Figures 2.9–2.12 represent the solvent chamber situations for both
methods in either the phase 1 or phase 2 production period.
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Figure 2.8 Cumulative production GOR comparison (the CHSI test vs. the mixture
gas test)
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Figure 2.9 Reservoir image after production (the CHSI test cycle 12)
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Figure 2.10 Reservoir image after production (the CHSI test cycle 16)
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Figure 2.11 Reservoir image after production (the mixture gas test cycle 3)
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Figure 2.12 Reservoir image after production (the mixture gas test cycle 7)
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Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show what the chamber looks like after a specific cycle (cycle 12
and 16) of production in the CHSI case. Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show the chamber
appearance of cycles 3 and 7, respectively, in the mixture gas case. It can be learned from
these four figures that the solvent chamber change in CHSI is more evident than that in the
mixture gas case. On the one hand, in the CHSI case, the brown patch representing the
solvent chamber is enlarged as the production cycle number increases. Also, the white track
in figure 2.10 implies that the gas flooding effect is found in the CHSI method during later
production cycles after phase 1. On the other hand, the chamber evolution and the gas
flooding effect have not been detected in the mixture gas case according to figures 2.11
and 2.12, because the diffusion boundary created by CO2 hinders propane from dissolving
into oil along the solvent chamber interface, which disables the enlargement of the solvent
chamber. In comparison, in the CHSI case, newly trapped propane vapor will contact with
oil at the chamber boundary and condensed solvent at chamber boundary will help to
extract more oil and enlarge the chamber area. The continuously expanding chamber area
brings the gas flooding effect, which enhances oil production performance. The gas
flooding effect in the CHSI method is clearly shown in the residual oil saturation profile
(figure 2.13).
2.3.2.6 Residual oil saturation profile comparison
The post-production reservoir looks for the two experiments captured in figures 2.13
(CHSI method) and 2.14 (mixture gas method). The residual oil saturation in the reservoir
is marked at various locations (Ma et al., 2017).
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Figure 2.13 Residual oil saturation profile after the CSI process (the CHSI test)
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Figure 2.14 Residual oil saturation profile after the CSI process (the mixture gas test)
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The overwhelming brown track in figure 2.13 is caused by the gas flooding effect, which
is regarded as the unique oil extraction mechanism of the CHSI method. In addition, in the
CHSI test, a large amount of heavy oil has been extracted leaving a high amount of
asphaltene precipitated in the reservoir.
The flooding effect leads to the fact that the chamber area in the CHSI case is hard to
detect. In comparison, the solvent chamber in the mixture gas case can be clearly
recognized as the white area in figure 2.14. Residual oil saturation around the solvent
chamber (near the production well) is relatively lower than the value from elsewhere,
which is not obviously shown in the residual oil profile of the CHSI test (figure 2.13). This
is in accordance with the fact that the solvent chamber in the mixture gas case expands
much less than that in the CHSI case. The injected solvent tends to accumulate and remain
in the solvent chamber as free gas (Hong et al., 2017). This phenomenon is more severe in
the reservoir of mixture gas case, because CO2 that is trapped in the chamber may create a
solvent diffusion boundary. This diffusion boundary prevents the solvent from extracting
heavy oil, which leads to residual oil contrast inside and outside the chamber.
In sum, on the one hand, in the mixture gas injection CSI test, less soluble solvent (CO2)
may lead to the solvent boundary effect against subsequent solvent-oil contact. Thus it is
regarded as a negative factor in the heavy oil extraction process. On the other hand, the gas
flooding effect facilitates the injected solvent to continuously extract heavy oil. This oil
extraction mechanism is only found in the CHSI test.
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2.4 Conclusions
1. CHSI is a competitive strategy to replace the mixture gas injection CSI method. The
CHSI method is advantageous over the mixture gas injection CSI method from oil recovery
performance aspect although high initial reservoir pressure is achievable in both methods.
2. In the CSI pressure depletion process, solution gas drive is the major driving force
during early pressure decline range while foamy oil flow is the dominating driving force
during later pressure decline range. The CHSI method is superior to the mixture gas CSI
method regarding both solution gas drive and foamy oil flow behavior. During the early
production period, oil rate of mixture gas CSI method is temporarily high due to gas
fingering effect which enlarges the solvent-oil contact area. However, this oil production
enhancement effect decreases quickly after gas chamber maturely grows near the
production well.
3. Solvent diffusion effect is restricted in the mixture gas CSI method due to the noncondensable gas diffusion boundary effect. In comparison, vapor solvent liquification in
the in CHSI method increases solvent mass transfer in heavy oil.
4. A clear solvent chamber is detected in the mixture gas CSI method. However, in the
CHSI method, the solvent chamber tends to expand instead of remaining in a fixed area
due to the gas flooding effect during the injection period. A widespread solvent chamber
leads to the gas-flooding effect, which is an additional driving force beyond foamy oil flow
and pressure gradient driving forces.
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CHAPTER 3 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE N-Solv METHOD AND THE
CYCLIC HOT SOLVENT INJECTION METHOD
Abstract
Hot solvent injection and steam injection are two major recovery methods to exploit the
heavy oil reservoir. Replacing steam with hot solvent can decrease environmental pollution
and energy consumption in steam-based recovery methods immensely. The current hot
solvent injection method attracts attention to the vapor solvent extraction (VAPEX) process.
In comparison with the VAPEX process, cyclic solvent injection (CSI) method has been
acknowledged as a high oil rate oil extraction method due to the driving force of foamy oil
flow. Cyclic solvent injection (CSI) process is potentially applicable in the hot solvent
injection method, which may increase the oil production rate and avoid disadvantages of
the VAPEX method. In this study, two experiments have been conducted to compare the
production performance between the hot solvent-based CSI method and the hot solventbased VAPEX method. The hot solvent-based CSI method is named the cyclic hot solvent
injection method (CHSI) while the hot solvent-based VAPEX method refers to the N-Solv
method where solvent is injected at the dew point temperature under the reservoir pressure
condition. This is the first time the N-Solv method has been conducted in a laboratory study.
According to experimental results, either of the two methods demonstrates some
advantages in comparison with the other method from various aspects. From production
performance point of view, the recovery factor of the CHSI method is nearly 10 % higher
than that of the N-Solv method. The longer high oil rate period of the CHSI method in
contrast with the N-Solv method indicates that foamy oil behavior is more beneficial to oil
production compared with gravity drainage and the solvent diffusion effect. It is also shown
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from the solvent chamber growth difference that the gas flooding effect assists oil
production in the CHSI method. However, according to production GOR data, CHSI is a
solvent-consuming method where tremendous volume of free gas tends to be trapped in
the solvent chamber. This disadvantage has not been found in the N-Solv method.

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Steam-based methods application review
Approximately 85%-95% of the original oil in place still remains in the heavy oil
reservoir after the primary oil production process (Du et al., 2014). Various post-primary
recovery techniques have been developed, which can be categorized as steam-based
methods, solvent enhanced SAGD (ES-SAGD) methods and solvent-based recovery
methods. Various types of steam-based methods and ES-SAGD methods have been tested
in the field since the 1980s. Numerous intrinsic technical limitations have been found in
these methods, which are summarized in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Typical application problems in steam-based methods and ES-SAGD methods.

Disadvantages
classification

Reservoir
condition
restriction

Sub-class

Reservoir
depth

Substantial heat loss in thin
reservoirs.

Reservoir
bottom
aquifer

Steam chamber may
contaminate reservoir bottom
aquifers due to high operation
pressure and temperature.

Steam
generation
Injection
requirement
restriction
Steam
solvent ratio

Waste production
issue

Associated problems

Greenhouse
gas
emission

Reference

(Cao 2011)

Steam generation requires
large energy consumption
including the combustion of
natural gas for generating
steam.
The performance of using
solvent with steam is
questionable due to different
orders of magnitude between
mass diffusivity and heat
diffusivity.

(Bayestehp
arvin et al.,
2016)

Burning natural gas causes
large carbon dioxide
production.

(Cao 2011)
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Replacing steam with a pure solvent may solve the technical problems in steam/ESSAGD methods. Firstly, from the reservoir condition aspect, injecting a solvent alone is
suitable in the thin reservoir where heat loss from the pure hot solvent is remarkably lower
than that from the steam. Secondly, solvent can hardly solute in water, which supports the
idea of using the solvent in bottom-water reservoirs. Thirdly, heating resources and
greenhouse gas emissions are less in the pure solvent-based method compared with those
of steam-based methods, because the heated solvent temperature is much lower than that
of steam. Fourthly, water treatment is lower in the pure solvent injection method in contrast
to the steam-based method. In sum, the “solvent alone injection” method is superior to the
steam-based method or the ES-SAGD method.
Hot solvent injection is a technology that combines the heat transfer with the solvent
dissolution effect. The current hot solvent injection method is based on the VAPEX
operation. Hot solvent should be injected near the dew point temperature (Nenniger and
Gunnewiek 2009). Hot solvent injection methods have been categorized as warm VAPEX
method or N-Solv method according to the solvent injection condition. The driving
mechanisms, advantages and disadvantages of these two methods are introduced in the next
section.
3.1.2 Hot solvent-based methods review
3.1.2.1 Warm VAPEX
In the warm VAPEX method, solvent dissolution is the basic driving mechanism in
addition to the gravity drainage effect on oil mobilization. The reservoir housing
temperature is equal to or less than the solvent injection temperature so as to maintain the
solvent superheating condition (Pathak et al., 2011; Rezaei et al., 2010). Superheated
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solvent will condense at the solvent-oil interface, which increases the solvent dissolution
rate. Besides, asphaltene precipitation is pronounced as a result of solvent condensation,
which helps to upgrade oil. Although solvent condensation is beneficial to oil production,
several disadvantages also exist in warm VAPEX. One potential issue is the solvent
solubility reduction resulting from the high temperature effect. Another possible
disadvantage is the retention of the solvent after condensation, which is an economical
concern as it dramatically increases the solvent amount requirement. More importantly, in
warm VAPEX method, the solvent mixture is sometimes used to increase the solvent dew
point pressure in vapor phase. Although mixture gas composition should be sustained to
optimize solvent concentration in heavy oil (Nenniger and Gunnewiek 2009), the gas
composition always changes in the oil-gas system when the mixture component dissolves
into heavy oil (Das 2008; Nenniger and Gunnewiek 2009). This critical disadvantage limits
the field application of warm VAPEX, and few successful warm VAPEX field tests have
been published. However, the N-Solv method has been invented to avoid the mixture gas
disadvantage of warm VAPEX, which is discussed in section 3.1.2.2.
3.1.2.2 N-Solv
1) N-Solv advantages
N-Solv is superior to the warm VAPEX method in some aspects. N-Solv is a
commercially available and environmental friendly technology at the pilot test phase. As
reported by CBC News, in May 2017, the N-Solv Corporation announced that
accumulatively 125,000 barrels of low asphaltene contained, high-quality heavy oil were
produced during a three-year pilot test with low gas emission and zero safety incidents
(CBC News 2017). The fundamental infrastructure and operational process is the same as
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those of the warm VAPEX process. Mixture gas injection is allowed in the warm VAPEX
method for increasing the solvent dew point pressure. However, N-Solv distinguishes from
warm VAPEX by eliminating gas impurity in the reservoir. According to the N-Solv
technology patent, the composition of non-condensable gas is controlled under 5 mol%
(Nenniger 2005). Also, methane is eliminated from the solvent chamber by recovering
solvent during the oil production process (Cao 2011). In sum, the key advantage of N-Solv
in comparison with the warm VAPEX method is to ensure the purity of the injected solvent.
The special injection strategy of N-Solv shows two advantages in comparison with the
warm VAPEX method. Firstly, in the warm VAPEX method, it is difficult to maintain the
composition of solvent and non-condensable gas in the vapor chamber, as the solubility of
the two gases are different. Yet, the N-Solv method avoids such gas composition unbalance
by injecting pure solvent instead of mixture gas. Secondly, in the N-Solv method, solvent
concentration in the gas phase is maximized, which ensures the highest solvent solubility
at the solvent-heavy oil interface. However, in warm VAPEX, the partial pressure of noncondensable gas reduces solvent solubility at the bitumen interface (James 2009). In sum,
N-Solv is beneficial for eliminating the chamber volatile gas component. However, as a
result of special implementation conditions, several disadvantages and application
limitations also exist.
2) N-Solv disadvantages
Although there are several advantages for the N-Solv method, the disadvantage of NSolv is noticeable. The two driving forces of N-Solv are heat transfer from solvent
condensation and the gravity drainage effect. Neither of these two mechanisms promise a
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remarkable oil rate due to the long period of solvent soaking and oil production. It is
understandable to improve the oil production rate by incorporating other driving forces
with the driving mechanism of the N-Solv method.
3.1.2.3 CHSI
In this study, an alternative method of N-Solv, the hot solvent CSI method (CHSI), has
been investigated in order to further improve the oil production performance of the N-Solv
method. The idea of conducting a hot solvent CSI study is to combine the high oil rate
advantage of solution gas drive with the heat transfer influence on oil viscosity reduction.
The CSI well pattern and operation strategy are implemented in this new method. Hot
solvent is injected at a temperature level which is slightly higher than the dew point
temperature in case of solvent condensation during the injection process.
3.1.2.4 Driving force review of hot solvent-based recovery methods
Several representative solvent-based heavy oil extraction studies have been summarized
in table 3.2 to illustrate the necessity of conducting the CHSI study. It should be noted that
only the positive effects of injection condition and operation strategies are mentioned in
this table.
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Table 3.2 Injection condition and driving force review for warm VAPEX, N-Solv and
CSI methods.

Past hot
solvent
injection
methods

Warm
VAPEX

C3

52-90

C1+C3

70

C3

60

C3

21

14501,830
Maxi
mum
2,000
Maxi
mum
2,000

N-Solv

Nonthermal
solvent
injection
methods
New hot
solvent
injection
method

Yes

Oil
viscosit
y
reducti
on

800

No

800

Yes

-

No

-

Yes

Oil
viscosit
y
reducti
on

CSI
C3

21

C3 + CO2

21
2,100

CHSI

C3

55

1,860

Notes: C3 represents propane while C1 represents methane.
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3.1.2.5 Main study objective of this chapter
It can be concluded from table 3.2 that there is no CSI method category in past hot
solvent injection methods. Meanwhile, in the current CSI study, although mixture gas can
be applied to reach high reservoir pressure, the idea of elevating the temperature to increase
the vapor solvent dew point pressure has not been validated so far (Lin et al., 2014). Thus,
in this study, hot solvent injection CSI (last row of table 3.2) has been carried out to
improve the methodology catalogue integrity of both hot solvent injection based methods
and CSI-based methods.
In sum, the main study objective of this chapter is to improve the category of solvent
recovery methods and improve the N-Solv production performance. CHSI and N-Solv
experiments are conducted to achieve this objective. In both methods, propane is used as
the injection solvent. In both methods, solvent injection temperatures are set at the dew
point temperature (55℃) at the initial reservoir pressure (1860 kPa). The reservoir models
of both methods are set perpendicular to the ground in order to eliminate the reservoir angle
influence. The experimental design, material usage and schematic diagram are introduced
in section 3.2. The experimental results analysis and conclusions are introduced in sections
3.3 and 3.4.
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3.2 Experimental section
3.2.1 Experimental materials
3.2.1.1 Reservoir and fluid properties
In this chapter, two experiments have been conducted including the N-Solv and the hot
solvent CSI tests. The packing sand and the properties of dead oil are the same as those in
the other experiments mentioned in chapters 2 and 3. The reservoir and fluid properties are
measured or calculated based on the method introduced in section 2.2.1. The reservoir
properties of the two experiments in this chapter are recorded in table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Reservoir properties and initial fluid saturation condition (N-Solv vs. CHSI).
Sand
Case study

volume
(cm3)

Porosity

Permeability

(%)

(Darcy)

Initial oil
saturation

Connate water
saturation

(%)

(%)

N-Solv

1500

36.7

2.25

96.7

3.3

CHSI

1550

37.7

2.48

93.3

6.7
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3.2.1.2 Sand-pack model
In this chapter, the two experiments use the same sand-pack model. The model is the
same as that in chapters 2. For the purpose of decreasing heat loss at the stainless steel
surface, the model inner interface has been painted with ceramic thermal insulation and
water-proof painting. In the N-Solv experiment, two wells are used during the test instead
of one. Thus, the model inner gauze filter position is changed based on the new well pattern
design.
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Figure 3.1(a) Experimental schematic diagram (well communication phase in the NSolv method)
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Figure 3.1(b) Experimental schematic diagram (VAPEX phase in the N-Solv method)
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3.2.2 Experiment set-up
3.2.2.1 N-Solv
Similar to CSI hot solvent injection methods, the N-Solv set-up also consists of four
major units: (1) a sand-pack model unit, (2) an injection unit, (3) a production unit and (4)
a data acquisition unit. The parts of these units are same as those in the hot solvent CSI
study mentioned in section 2.2.2. The difference is that the model in the N-Solv experiment
is vertically settled on the lab desk while the model in the hot solvent CSI experiment in
chapter 2 is set up horizontally. The reason to set up the N-Solv reservoir model vertically
is to ensure the gravity drainage force between the two wells in the model. Therefore, the
experimental schematic diagram of the N-Solv method is different from that of the hot
solvent CSI study in chapter 2 in terms of well pattern design. The schematic diagram of
N-Solv is shown in figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b). The experimental procedures between N-Solv
and hot solvent CSI are quite different. The procedure details will be discussed in section
3.2.3.1.
3.2.2.2 CHSI
The experimental operation procedure of hot solvent CSI in this section is same as that
of the hot solvent CSI study in chapter 2. Thus, the major experimental units in this test are
consistent with those in section 2.2.2. The only set-up difference is the well settlement
direction. As with the N-Solv method, for the hot solvent CSI test in this chapter, the
reservoir model is perpendicular to the ground and the production well is at the bottom port
of the model. The procedures of this hot solvent CSI test are introduced in section 3.2.3.2.
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3.2.3 Experimental procedure
3.2.3.1 N-Solv
The first two major procedures of the hot solvent-based method are common in either
the hot solvent injection CSI test or the N-Solv test except for some detailed variations. As
stated in chapters 2, the first two procedures are model preparation and injected solvent
preparation. Detailed discussion about these two parts has already been illustrated in
section 2.2.3. Yet, the N-Solv method mainly distinguishes from the hot solvent CSI
method in terms of the third major procedure. According to section 2.2.3, in hot solvent
injection CSI, there is only one wells. The experiment’s running process is cyclically
operated at this well within three steps: injection, soaking and production. However, in the
N-Solv method, there are two effective wells. The operation is a continuous process where
solvent is injected into the injection well and oil and gas are produced through the other
well simultaneously. The details of the operation process are introduced in several steps.
Model preparation
The model preparation process is the same as the model preparation described in section
2.2.3 except for one difference in terms of well location selection. As figures 3.1(a) and
3.1(b) show, in order to represent the two well patterns of the N-Solv method, two ports at
same side of the model are selected as the injection well and the production well. The
reason to choose these two well ports is to study half of the VAPEX solvent vapor chamber
growth.
Solvent preparation
The solvent preparation method is consistent with that of the hot solvent test in chapter
2. The details have been discussed in section 2.2.3. It should be noted that, in chapter 2,
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additional solvent preparation is needed in later cycles. This requirement may also occur
in the N-Solv method as the one liter of hot solvent vapor may be insufficient to support
the whole continuous test procedure in the N-Solv process. It should be noted that the
solvent preparation procedure may be repeated during the small pause time of the N-Solv
continuous process.
N-Solv continuous operation procedure
This procedure can be subdivided into two major steps: (1) the well communication
phase and (2) the continuous VAPEX production phase. The continuous production phase
will not start until the well communication period is finished. The schematic diagram for
the well communication process is shown in figure 3.1(a) and the schematic diagram for
VAPEX production phase is shown in figure 3.1(b). The live experimental set-up for NSolv test is shown in figure 3.7.
Well communication phase
Cyclic solvent injection (CSI) is applied to establish a fluid flow communication zone
between the injector and the producer due to the advantage of CSI high oil production rate.
The production operation of this process can be regarded as a CSI process. The
experimental parameters during this temporary CSI process are introduced in table 3.4.
During the injection process, the injection well valve is opened while other valves are kept
closed. The soaking process and production process are discussed in 2.2.3.1. During the
soaking process, both injection well and production well are closed. In the period of
production process, the production well is opened while the injection well is closed.
The well communication phase is cyclically operated until a considerable amount of oil
has been recovered (close to 15% oil recovery). The communication phase may last for
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several cycles. After this cyclic process, the injector and producer positions are exchanged
on the model, which is demonstrated in figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b).
The reason for injecting the solvent from the bottom well port in the early well
communication phase is to take advantage of the gas overriding effect. Injecting solvent
from the bottom efficiently establishes communication because the gas overriding effect
carries out gas flooding from the bottom well to the top well.
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Table 3.4 Well communication based CSI process experimental parameters.
Procedure

Critical experimental parameters

Injection

Keep injecting solvent into the reservoir until reservoir
pressure reaches 1860 kPa (abs).

Soaking

Soaking time remains at 30 minutes.

Production

Pressure depletion rate remains at 12.5 kPa/min. The
production process will not stop until the bottom-hole
pressure reaches atmosphere pressure.
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Continuous production phase
After exchanging the position of the injector and producer, the continuous operation
phase starts. During this process, the solvent injection pressure and oil production pressure
remain at 1860 kPa. The injection pressure is managed by syringe pump 1, which is
connected to transfer cell 2. The production pressure is controlled by syringe pump 2 with
a back-pressure regulator (BPR). The mass of collected oil and volume of produced gas are
recorded by an electrical scale and gas meter. The solvent vapor chamber is monitored
through cam video. This continuous operation process will not terminate until no more oil
is produced out from the reservoir.
3.2.3.2 CHSI
The four major procedures (model preparation, solvent preparation, additional solvent
preparation in later cycles and cyclic operation procedure) in the hot solvent injection CSI
test are same as those of the hot solvent injection test mentioned in section 2.2.3 except for
the model settlement direction. In the CSI test of this chapter, the model is positioned
perpendicular to the ground, which is consistent with the model direction in the N-Solv test.

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Recovery and oil rate comparison
The X axis of both oil recovery and oil rate figures is cumulative production time. In NSolv figures, cumulative production time is the continuous production time excluding
solvent preparation time. For CHSI case, cumulative production time is the production time
without solvent injection and soaking time. Oil recovery comparison between N-Solv and
CHSI is shown in figure 3.2. Oil rate comparison between N-Solv and CHSI is shown in
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figure 3.3. There are 22 cycles in N-Solv experiments. The first 3 cycles are operated in
CSI operation manner. Cycles 4~22 are operated in VAPEX operation manner where
solvent injection process is cyclic and oil production process is continuous.
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Figure 3.2 Oil recovery comparison between CHSI and N-Solv
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According to figure 3.2, CHSI is advantageous over N-Solv in terms of total oil
production performance as more than 10% recovery factor is gained in CHSI case. CHSI
oil recovery profile can be divided into two production periods: the high oil production rate
phase and the low oil production rate phase. During the early high production rate period,
the recovery performances of N-Solv and CHSI are close to each other except for the
transition low recovery period (cycle 6~ 7) in N-Solv. Low oil production rate period of
N-Solv case starts earlier than that of CHSI case. Cycle 10 can be regarded as the transition
cycle to distinguish high and low oil production periods in N-Solv. However, the transition
cycle for CHSI is around cycle 13~14.
During early high production rate period, CSI production pattern is conducted in first
three cycles in N-Solv test. Pressure depletion rate is the same as that of CHSI case (12.5
kPa/min). Production performances of the two methods are close to each other because the
dominating production driving force, foamy oil behavior, is dependent on pressure
depletion rate in CSI process (Du 2017). The similar recovery performance of the two
methods continuously exists for 3 cycles after production pattern of N-Solv has been
transferred into VAPEX mode. This occurs because gravity drainage augments oil
production rate in the early N-Solv method, which has been proved in oil rate figure. Oil
production rate is relatively higher in the N-Solv figure than that in the CHSI figure before
production time reaches 23.4 hours (cycle 6 of N-Solv). The reason for oil rate
enhancement is that, in N-Solv method, gravity effect between the two wells increases oil
rate in the early VAPEX production period. Due to the gravity effect, the produced oil is
extracted from chamber area between the two wells, and thus oil has been significantly
produced out during the early VAPEX production period (cycle 4~6). However, CHSI
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method is not beneficial from gravity drainage between the two wells because only one
well is used as the operational well.
During later VAPEX production process, N-Solv has been through a long-term low oil
rate period. This period starts with a transition cycle (cycle 7) where oil rate dramatically
decreases. The oil rate drop occurs because the majority of original oil in chamber area
between the two wells has been extracted during early VAPEX production period. After
the transition cycle, recovery difference between N-Solv and CHSI becomes larger than
before in the same production timeline especially after N-Solv cycle 11. The recovery
advantage of CHSI is corresponding to the oil rate advantage as shown in figure 3.3. Oil
rate difference of the two methods indicates that the gravity drainage advantage of N-Solv
is not comparable with the foamy oil advantage of CSI method after transition cycle of NSolv. During the later low oil production rate period (start from CHSI cycle 14), oil rate
rapidly drops. Accordingly, increase of oil recovery is limited, which is also observed in
N-Solv case. The reason for limited recovery increase can be explained from solvent
chamber growth aspect.
3.3.2 Chamber growth and GOR comparison
For both methods, images of ultimate chamber after experiments are shown in figures
3.4 and 3.5. Cumulative production GORs of two methods are shown in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.4 Chamber growth image in the reservoir model (CHSI)
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Figure 3.5 Chamber growth image in the reservoir model (N-Solv)
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Gas fingering effect results in the gas overriding phenomenon. It can be observed from
figures 3.4 and 3.5 that gas overriding is severe in both tests, which is caused by the model
wall effect and the density difference between oil and injected solvent (Jiang 2013).
However, the extent of gas overriding is different in two cases. In N-Solv case, clear gas
flooded layers appear among oil deposit layers within the chamber zone. In CHSI case, gas
flooding layers occupy chamber area without clear oil layers. This difference in gas
flooding is the result of the operation strategy difference of the two methods. In N-Solv
method, operation process is relatively continuous compared with that of CHSI method,
because the hot solvent preparation time in N-Solv method is much shorter than that of
CHSI case, and production well is always opened during operation process.
Solvent chamber growth and oil production performance can be corporately studied
based on driving mechanism study. Driving mechanism of N-Solv method is the gas
diffusion under the gravity drainage effect between the two wells (Nenniger and
Gunnewiek 2009). However, in CHSI method, several driving force advantages arise from
cyclical operation. Firstly, solvent-injection process conducts high-speed vapor solvent
movement, which activates the gas flooding effect (Jia et al., 2013). The gas flooding effect
leads to the gas convection. Gas convection has not been detected in N-Solv case. Secondly,
from production manner point of view, solution gas and foamy oil flow in CSI method
leads to high-speed oil production rate, which makes diluted oil carry any nearby moveable
oil towards the production well (Zhou 2015). However, as shown in figure 3.5, the
coexistence of gas channeling layers and oil layers demonstrates that the diluted oil moves
inefficiently in N-Solv case. This is caused by the limitation of solvent diffusion efficiency
and gravity effect limitation owning to short drainage height between the two wells. In sum,
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as proved in figures 3.4 and 3.5, difference of operation strategy of two methods results in
distinct chamber growth.
Solvent swept area reflects the oil sweep efficiency (Das 1997). Thus, it can be inferred
from solvent sweep area figures (figures 3.4 and 3.5) and oil rate figure (figure 3.3) that
low sweep efficiency may cause rather low oil rate during the later production period in NSolv method. In contrast, highly productive phase remains longer in CHSI method. The
low oil rate of N-Solv method in this study is in accordance with a previous study where
low oil rate was found in a conventional VAPEX test (Butler and Mokrys 1991).
However, N-Solv method is advantageous over CHSI method in term of the solvent
usage, which can be learned from GOR data. According to figure 3.6, cumulative
production GOR of N-Solv is always lower than that of CHSI case. GOR difference of the
two cases enlarges after 60 hours of production, which is caused by the solvent chamber
growth difference. In CHSI method, solvent chamber expands farther than that of N-Solv
case. Larger solvent chamber prolongs solvent remaining time within the chamber. As a
consequence, more free gas trapped in solvent chamber will be produced once the
production well is opened, and thus the production GOR is higher. Therefore, from CHSI
method aspect, although the gas flooding effect is regarded as a positive factor for oil
production performance, the disadvantage of free gas trapping effect is a negative factor
for solvent usage.
Low GOR of N-Solv case is attributed to the solvent diffusion effect. Compared with
the short-term solvent diffusion time (30 min) in hot solvent CSI case, N-Solv method
prolongs the solvent diffusion time because the oil production rate is relatively slower than
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that of CHSI method. As a result, there will be more opportunity for injected solvent to
diffuse into heavy oil in N-Solv method in contrast with CHSI method. Therefore, solution
GOR in N-Solv reservoir is relatively higher than that of CHSI case (especially during later
“large solvent chamber” period). Consequently, the difference of cumulative production
GOR of two methods enlarges in later “large solvent chamber” period.
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Figure 3.6 Production GOR behavior (N-Solv and CHSI tests)
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Figure 3.7 Live experimental set-up image (N-Solv test)
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3.3.3 Asphaltene precipitation
According to figures 3.4 and 3.5, asphaltene precipitation has been found in the reservoir
after experiments, which is shown in dark black area near the production well port. The
sandstone within this dark black area manifests a hard and cemented texture indicating that
this area is rich in asphaltene. The asphaltene precipitation phenomenon is attributed to the
alternation of heavy oil composition caused by injected solvent (Pathak et al., 2012). The
dissolved solvent dilutes the oil and decreases oil viscosity (Li et al., 2013). The diluted oil
will then swell and move towards the producer. Once the fraction of solvent in oil is beyond
certain weight percentage (20%-30%), heavy molecule fraction will tend to be removed
from oil. In addition, the asphaltene precipitation effect may slow down oil production rate
due to formation damage and oil flow blockage (Das and Butler 1996).
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3.4 Conclusions
Several conclusions can be drawn from above experimental results analysis.
1. In N-Solv method, well communication between injection well and production well
can be established by conducting CSI operation process during early production period.
High oil rate characteristic of CSI process helps to extract oil between the two wells
effectively. After well communication process, solvent chamber will form like a fluid
transportation bridge between the two wells, which supports the gravity drainage driving
force in later VAPEX operation period of N-Solv process.
2. As N-Solv process transforms from CSI operation manner to VAPEX operation
manner, oil production rate gradually decreases. In comparison, foamy oil behavior of
CHSI method helps to maintain high oil rate period relatively longer than N-Solv process.
3. N-Solv method is superior to CHSI method in terms of solvent diffusion efficiency.
In CHSI process, free gas tends to be trapped in solvent chamber (especially during later
production period). However, in N-Solv method, relatively continuous operational process
prolongs solvent diffusion time in heavy oil, which minimizes the volume of trapped gas
in solvent chamber. In CHSI method, although trapped gas in solvent chamber area may
impede solvent diffusion efficiency, movement of trapped gas creates gas flooding effect
which can be hardly observed in N-Solv case. This gas flooding effect is an additional
driving force to increase oil rate and final recovery factor.
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CHAPTER 4 SOLVENT INJECTION TEMPERATURE LEVEL STUDY IN THE
CYCLIC HOT SOLVENT INJECTION METHOD
Abstract
In solvent-based recovery methods, cyclic solvent injection (CSI) has been
acknowledged as an effective method to extract heavy oil after primary oil production. The
main driving force in this method, foamy oil flow, is influenced by the oil-gas system
temperature because foam stability is sensitive to temperature. Therefore, the solvent
injection temperature may affect CSI oil production performance due to heat transfer
between the injected solvent and heavy oil in the reservoir.
Currently, solvent injection temperature has been studied only in VAPEX (the vapor
solvent extraction method). In this study, a series of CSI experiments have been conducted
in order to study the influence of solvent injection temperature in CSI process. The solvent
injection temperature has been considered a variable to influence the heavy oil extraction
capability of the solvent. As a sensitivity analysis study, the three solvent injection
temperature levels are 20℃, 55℃ and 70℃, respectively.
The oil recovery rates of the three solvent injection temperature cases are close to each
other. However, the rate progresses with the increase of injection temperature during the
early productive phase. This is correlated with solvent diffusion capability, which increases
with the solvent injection temperature according to the solvent diffusion study. In addition,
foamy oil is endurable when the injected solvent temperature is high during the early
productive phase. However, at a high temperature level, the maintenance of foamy oil is
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difficult after the production phase turns to the later unproductive phase. Optimal solvent
injection temperature (medium-high level: 55℃) has been determined regarding the solvent
extraction capability based on the solvent gross utilization factor data.
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Current heat transfer methods review
4.1.1.1 Steam-based injection methods
Heavy oil extraction methods can be generally categorized as steam-based injection
method, hot solvent injection method and expanding-solvent steam assisted gravity
drainage (ES-SAGD) method. Each method has been developed to improve the oil
extraction effectiveness of past technologies. Steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) and
cyclic steam stimulation (CSS) are two major steam injection methods. In SAGD method,
oil can be drained by gravity effect with high production rate. In CSS method, high oil
production rate is achievable due to high injection pressure and oil viscosity reduction.
Although both CSS and SAGD are identified as high oil production rate methods, neither
of these methods are feasible in very thin depth reservoir, because excessive heat loss in
reservoir may lead to high waste in steam usage. Two additional potential problems in
addition to heat loss are high water-cut and vast heating energy supply. Various hot solvent
injection methods or ES-SAGD technologies have been investigated since 1980’s to
overcome these disadvantages (Dittaro et al., 2013; Yuan and McFarlane 2011; Gupta and
Gittins 2007; Rezaei et al., 2010).
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4.1.1.2 Thermal solvent ES-SAGD methods
1) Advantages of ES-SAGD methods
In ES-SAGD method, solvent vapor is added to hot water to suit with thin reservoirs
(Butler and Mokrys 1991). In this method, injection temperature of vapor solvent is close
to the solvent dew point temperature at reservoir condition so that heat loss is less than that
in steam-based methods. The evaporation and dissolution of solvent helps to transfer heat
from hot water to reservoirs. The additive proportion is a critical parameter affecting ESSAGD production performance. Oil recovery of ES-SAGD method is approximately
63%~70% of the original oil in place (OOIP) (Ferguson 2001). Solvent-steam ratio
influences oil production rate. Oil production rate will peak fast if the ratio is high.
2) Technical issue in ES-SAGD methods
According to numerical simulation work, it is hard to estimate the optimal solvent-steam
ratio in ES-SAGD method because solvent composition is a non-linear parameter
(Edmunds et al., 2010). Another challenge in ES-SAGD method is that optimal solvent
injection time is still questionable. Technically, injecting solvent before or after steam is
both feasible (Bayestehparvin et al., 2016). According to pilot test report from EnCana’s
Christina Lake Solvent Assisted Process (SAP) project, solvent should be injected when
steam chamber reaches the top position to achieve least cumulative solvent oil ratio (SOR)
and shortest recovery time (Gupta and Gittins 2006). However, history match study argues
that the solvent (hexane) should be injected before chamber reaches the top position in
order to achieve high oil rate (Jiang et al., 2012). In sum, injection timing is a debatable
parameter, which limits the widespread application of ES-SAGD method.
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4.1.2 Hot solvent injection methods
The positive correlation between solvent composition and oil production rate inspires
the idea of replacing steam with solvent (Haghighat et al., 2011). This oil recovery strategy
is hot solvent injection method. The advantage of this method in comparison with ESSAGD is energy consumption. Also, less energy requirement in hot solvent injection
method means lower surface construction cost compared with ES-SAGD method (Singhal
et al., 1996). Hot solvent injection method saves more energy in heating injection fluid
because target heating temperature is around dew point temperature of light hydrocarbon
(e.g. 40℃ for propane at 2Mpa). In comparison, the required steam temperature in SAGD
method is high: around 250℃ (Jiang et al., 2010).
4.1.2.1 Driving mechanism of hot solvent injection method
The key strategy of hot solvent injection method is to maintain solvent temperature at
higher level than reservoir temperature so that sensible heat transfer can be carried to the
solvent-oil interface. Solvent condenses and spreads on the interface creating saturated
vapor chamber, which transmits latent heat into vapor chamber where diluted oil will be
warmed and then deasphaltened. Asphaltene removing process upgrades oil and improves
produced oil quality (Butler and Mokrys 1991). However, asphaltene precipitation may
cause formation damage and production well blockage which are not beneficial to the oil
movement (Haghighat and Maini 2010; Ardali et al., 2012).
4.1.2.2 Basic VAPEX operation manner
Vapor solvent extraction (VAPEX) is a non-steam heavy oil recovery method. VAPEX
is a potential method to replace steam-based method because oil viscosity reduction extent
in VAPEX is competitive with oil viscosity reduction extent in steam-based method
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(Torabi and Mohammadpoor 2013). However, oil production performance in VAPEX
process is not encouraging as oil rate is equal to only one percent of oil rate in SAGD
process (Butler and Mokrys 1989). This disadvantage is caused by low mass transfer
efficiency in VAPEX process. Therefore, it is understandable to introduce heat transfer in
VAPEX process to improve oil production efficiency by hot solvent.
4.1.2.3 Solvent injection temperature influence in THE warm VAPEX
In hot solvent injection-based method, solvent condensation performance largely
depends on injected solvent temperature. Oil production enhancement by solvent
condensation has been investigated with the nC5 by experimental study (Rezaei et al., 2010).
The result from four temperature levels (35, 36, 43 and 50℃) shows that cumulative oil
production is highest at the temperature level of 43℃. This result is in accordance with the
result of another warm VAPEX experiment where propane is used as injected solvent
(Pathak et al., 2010; Gomez 2016). The reason for such oil production performance is
because of solvent condensation effect on mass transfer between solvent and heavy oil.
Solvent condensation creates convective mass transfer between liquefied solvent and oil.
As a result, solvent mass transfer is increased in contrast with mass transfer between vapor
solvent and oil. If solvent temperature further increases from a mid to high level, oil
recovery will be reduced because solvent solubility in heavy oil is decreased in high-level
temperature case. However, solvent injection temperature positively affects oil recovery
by decreasing oil viscosity if the temperature level is high enough. In a warm VAPEX
experiment, solvent injection temperature in one test is extremely high (93℃) in contrast
with the other two tests whose solvent temperatures are 70℃ and 80℃ (Pathak et al., 2011).
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In sum, high solvent temperature is not necessarily beneficial to oil production
performance. Optimal temperature exists beyond which higher solvent temperature may
restrict heavy oil extraction efficiency. The optimal solvent injection temperature needs to
be further investigated in other solvent extraction methodologies to validate the conclusion
drawn from warm VAPEX experiments.
4.1.3 Objective of conducting various temperature levels CSI experiments
Solution gas drive and foamy oil flow enhance oil production performance in cyclic
solvent injection (CSI) process, which inspires the idea of combining advantages of both
hot solvent injection and foamy oil flow. The corresponding hot solvent CSI method is
named the cyclic hot solvent injection method (CHSI). In this chapter, sensitivity analysis
of solvent injection temperature has been studied in CHSI method to validate solvent
temperature influence on oil production performance. Three temperature levels (20℃, 55℃,
70℃) have been conducted respectively in one CSI test and two CHSI tests. They are the
three solvent dew point temperatures which are corresponding to different initial reservoir
pressures. The experimental results show that final oil recovery of three tests is close to
each other. Oil production rate is positively correlated with the injected temperature level
during highly productive phase. Foamy oil behavior becomes weak after production phase
turns to low oil production rate phase, because oil production rate of two CHSI tests (55℃
and 70℃) tend to be close during the later low oil production rate phase.
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4.2 Experimental section
4.2.1 Experimental materials
4.2.1.1 Reservoir and fluid properties
Dead oil source of three experiments in this chapter is same as that of chapter 2. Dead
oil properties have already been listed in table 2.1 in chapter 2. Room temperature is 21℃.
Initial oil viscosity for both experiments is 2200cP at room temperature.
4.2.1.2 Sand-pack model
Ceramic thermal insulation has been coated the inner surface of 2D model to improve
heat insulation ability of model. The manufacture company of this insulation product is
LizardSkin. Water-proof coating has been applied to paint on the surface of ceramic
thermal insulation in order to prevent the coating from being diluted by saturated water.
The water-proof painting product comes from Zinsser WaterTiteTM. Other experimental
preparation works are introduced in experimental set-up part.
4.2.2 Experimental set-up
For all experiments in this chapter, set-up starts immediately after the oil saturation
procedure which is one of the major experimental procedures introduced in 4.2.3. Three
experiments are conducted to study the injection temperature influence. Each experiment
consists of four major units: (1) the injection unit, (2) the sand-pack unit, (3) the production
unit and (4) the data acquisition unit. The experimental set-up for ambient temperature
(20℃) test and two CHSI tests are introduced as follows.
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4.2.2.1 Ambient temperature test
The set-up schematic diagram is shown in figure 4.1. The injection unit of ambient
temperature experiment includes one propane gas tank (propane with purity of 99.9%), one
gas regulator on the gas tank and one propane DFM digital mass flow meter. The propane
mass flow meter is supported by AALBORG Flow Instrumentation Company. Sand-pack
unit is composed of sand-pack model and six thermal probes connected to the model. In
ambient injection temperature experiment, thermal probe is used for keeping model inner
construction same as that of CHSI test. Production unit includes one syringe pump, one
BPR, one oil container, one electrical scale and one gas meter. Data acquisition unit
includes one pressure indicator and one laptop. The experimental procedures are
introduced in 4.2.3.1.
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Figure 4.1 Experimental schematic diagram (20℃ CSI test)
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4.2.2.2 CHSI test
Two experiments are included in CHSI study (55℃ and 70℃ tests). The set-up
schematic diagram of two cases is same as that of CHSI case in chapter 2 (figure 2.1 (b)).
All experimental material arrangement and set-up work of two cases are same but
operational temperature and pressure of solvent are different. The experimental procedures
are introduced in section 4.2.3.2.

4.2.3 Experimental procedure
4.2.3.1 Ambient temperature test
Two major procedures are included in this case: model preparation and cyclic test.
Model preparation procedure starts with model leakage test followed by sand packing, and
then the model is well prepared for reservoir properties measurement which includes
porosity, permeability and initial fluid saturation measurement.
Cyclic test procedures for ambient temperature test can be subdivided into three steps:
(1) injection, (2) soaking and (3) production.
1) Injection process
Opening the gas tank valve and rotating the valve on the regulator until the reservoir
pressure reaches 800 kPa, meanwhile, keeping the valve of production system closed. The
total injected propane volume is recorded by propane flow meter by DFM mass flow
recording software. The injection time remains constant at 45 minutes for each cycle.
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2) Soaking process
Keeping all the valves closed and recording the pressure change on the pressure
indicator. The soaking time is 30 minutes for each cycle.
3) Production process
The diluted oil is ready to be produced after soaking period. A syringe pump is used to
control the bottom-hole pressure regulator at pressure depletion rate of 12.5 kPa/min. Oil
production mass is measured with an electrical scale and gas production volume is
measured with a gas flow meter. The production process will not end until the bottom-hole
pressure reaches atmosphere pressure.
4) Start a new cycle
Repeating experimental procedure 1 to 3. The whole experimental process will not stop
until the production oil volume of a certain cycle is lower than 1 gram.
4.2.3.2 CHSI test
The two experiments include 55℃ and 70℃ tests. Three major procedures are included
in CHSI tests: (1) the model preparation, (2) the solvent preparation and (3) the cyclic test
process. Model preparation is same as that of ambient temperature test. The measured
reservoir properties for those two tests and ambient temperature test are summarized in
table 4.1. It should be noted that the test conducted at 55℃ in this chapter is the same test
of CHSI case in chapter 2.
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Table 4.1 Reservoir properties and initial fluid saturation condition (3 temperature
levels).
Solvent
injection
temperature
(dew point
temperature)
℃

Sand
volume
(cm3)

70

1540

36.9

50

1510

20

1580

Porosity Permeability

Initial oil
saturation

Connate water
saturation

(%)

(%)

2.54

95.8

4.2

34.5

2.48

96.9

3.1

37.4

2.15

98.0

2.0

(%)

(Darcy)
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For CHSI test, hot solvent preparation and cyclic operation procedures are different
from those of ambient injection temperature case, which are illustrated in following several
steps.
1) Preheat solvent
As figure 2.1 (b) shows, hot solvent is stored in transfer cell 2. Transfer cell 2 is
preheated before filling with vapor propane by controlling oven temperature at target
solvent injection temperature.
2) Pressurize transfer cell
Respectively injecting propane from gas tank into transfer cell 1 and 2 at 830 kPa, and
then connecting pressure between two transfer cells by opening the connective valve. The
two connected cells will then be pressurized by pump 1. The pressurization work will not
end until transfer cell 2 is around dew point pressure of injected solvent temperature (1860
kPa at 55℃ and 2600 kPa at 70℃). Pressure of transfer cell 2 will increase because injected
solvent in transfer cell 2 will keep vaporizing at oven temperature condition (either 55℃
or 70℃). As a result, the pressure of cell 2 increases fast until most solvent in cell 2 has
been transferred in gas phase. Hot solvent is well prepared for solvent injection when the
pressure of transfer cell 2 is absolutely higher than solvent dew point pressure in case of
pressure loss in solvent transmission tubes.
3) Cyclic test (injection process)
In CHSI cases, cyclic test includes injection process, soaking process and production
process for each cycle. Soaking and production procedures are same with those of ambient
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temperature case. The solvent injection process and injected solvent mole number
calculation method are demonstrated as follows.
Both the injection well valve and the valve that connects injection well and transfer cell
2 are opened. Pump 2 is set slightly higher than 1860 kPa to overcome the pressure loss in
the gas transportation process through the gas tube. Before running the pump, the initial
pressure of transfer cell 2 is recorded as P1, kPa. The initial pump cylinder volume is
recorded as V1, cm3. Then the hot solvent is injected into reservoir model with a constant
pressure controlled by pump 2. At late stage of injection, the injection strategy transfers
from constant pressure to constant low flow rate. The reason for doing so is to maintain
injected solvent to be in vapor phase. It should be noted that the dew point pressure at
injected temperature, 55℃, is 1908 kPa. The BHP after each cycle’s injection process is
within a range of 1840 kPa and 1900 kPa, which is within vapor phase range. The transfer
cell 2 pressure after injection process is recorded as P2, kPa. The corresponding pump
cylinder volume is V2, cm3. It should be noted that V2 represents for instant volume of
transfer cell 2 due to the fact that both pump 2 and transfer cell 2 have one liter cylinder,
which means the volume of remaining water inside pump 2 is equal to the volume of instant
gas volume inside transfer cell 2. The Z factors of propane for P1 and P2 at 55℃ have been
checked in Winprop, which are named as Z1 and Z2. The mole number of injected solvent
can be calculated by the following equations.

(2.1)
ninj = n1 − n2
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n1 =

P1 V1
Z1 RT

(2.2)

n2 =

P2 V2
Z2 RT

(2.3)

The value of R is R=8.314J·mol-1·K-1. All values should be transformed into SI unit
before being applied in above equations.
4) Additional solvent preparation in later cycles
In later cycles, solvent provided by the 1 liter of transfer cell 2 is not sufficient to
increase BHP to around 1860 kPa because quickly condensed solvent in the chamber
hinders contact between gaseous solvent and fresh heavy oil outside the chamber.
Therefore, the solvent preparation steps have to be repeated to reach target BHP pressure.
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After injection process, heating tape should be turned off in case of temperature influence
on bottom-hole pressure during soaking period.
The required additional propane mole can be calculated with equation 2.1~2.3. The total
mole number is recorded as ntotal. ntotal = ∑ ninj 1 + ninj 2 + ninj 3 + ⋯ . . ninj T . T is the
total number of solvent preparation times.
The experiment stops when oil production mass of a certain cycle is less than 1 gram.
The bottom-hole pressure, reservoir pressure, oil production mass, gas production volume
and consumed propane mole number are measured and recorded.

4.3 Results and discussions
4.3.1 Comparison between CHSI and CSI tests
4.3.1.1 Recovery and oil production rate
Figure 4.2 refers to the recovery change with cumulative production time for three
temperature level tests. As figure 4.2 shows, recovery figures of two CHSI cases are similar.
Thus, only one CHSI test (55℃) has been compared with CSI test (20℃). It can be seen
from figure 4.2 that two production phases can be defined in recovery figures: high oil
production rate phase (phase 1) and low oil production rate phase (phase 2) (Du et al.,
2014). Some basic production data, including oil recovery, average oil rate and cycle
classification, are listed in table 4.2. Although two CHSI tests show advantages in
comparison to CSI case in terms of oil rate during phase 1, final recovery factor of three
experiments is close to each other. This indicates that increasing solvent injection
temperature can improve oil production rate rather than oil recovery during the early
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production period. Therefore, increasing solvent injection temperature will not enhance the
upper limit of the solvent extraction efficiency given the condition that the production time
is long enough. One possible reason for the recovery upper limit is the model dimension
limitation. In these three tests, same physical model has been used. Since solvent chamber
will eventually reach model boundary, the upper limit of solvent chamber growth is similar
in three tests. Therefore, the ultimate oil extraction volume from solvent chamber in three
cases is close to each other, which is the reason for the oil recovery similarity of three cases.
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Figure 4.2 The recovery factor comparison of three temperature levels
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Table 4.2 Basic production data during the two production phases.

Solvent injection
temperature (dew
point temperature) ℃

Solvent
injection
pressure,
kPa

Cycle range of
each phase

Average
production rate
(g/min)

Phase

Phase

Phase

Phase

Phase

Phase

1

2

1

2

1

2

Recovery %
Total

Measured
oil
viscosity
after
production
(cP)

55

1,860

1~12

13~1
9

0.052

0.009

47.5

5.3

52.8

710

70

2,600

1~15

16~3
1

0.057

0.012

46.2

7.1

53.3

656

20

800

1~30

31~3
4

0.028

0.010

49.3

5.6

54.9

1172
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Several driving mechanisms determine oil production performance. These mechanisms
can be largely categorized as either mass transfer or heat transfer, both of which are
mutually influential to each other. On the one hand, the dominating mass transfer
mechanism is foamy oil flow during production phase 1. Foam stability and solvent
dissolution efficiency are influenced by the injected temperature and pressure (Zhang 1999;
Talbi 2004). On the other hand, if heated solvent is injected into the reservoir, solvent will
condense along the oil-gas interface which conducts sensible latent heat to the reservoir.
As table 4.2 shows, solvent injection temperature and pressure are variables that influence
mass transfer and heat transfer in CSI process. Therefore, it is necessary to understand how
relevant driving mechanisms are affected by these two parameters. Foamy oil flow
behavior is evaluated based on production performance data.
High oil production rate can be obtained during production phase 1 where foamy oil is
the dominating driving force. Also, production GOR shows where effective solution gas
drive is for the reason that less free gas is produced during strong solution gas drive period
which leads to low production GOR (Zhou et al., 2017). Therefore, oil production rate and
production GOR are two representative parameters that reflect foamy oil behavior. For
20℃ and 55℃ cases, GOR and oil rate within various pressure decline ranges are
respectively drawn in figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. Data in these figures is calculated from
average values between previous relative pressure and current relative pressure. Values on
x axis are in descending order so that the pressure depletion process of CSI method can be
shown in these figures. For 20℃ case, relative pressure is calculated by dividing current
reservoir bottom-hole pressure with initial reservoir pressure, 800 kPa (abs). For 55℃,
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relative pressure is calculated by dividing current reservoir bottom-hole pressure with
initial reservoir pressure, 1860 kPa (abs). It should be noted that only a part of cycles are
involved in foamy oil comparison study representing for different production periods. The
data of these representative cycles are selected in two cases and are listed in table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Representative cycles in the solvent injection condition study.
Test case

Phase 1

Transition cycle between phase 1
and 2

Phase 2

CHSI case (55℃)

cycle 2,4,8

cycle 13

cycle
17,18

Ambient temperature
case (20℃)

cycle
2,6,10,13

cycle 27

cycle
31
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Figure 4.3 GOR at each pressure decline range (CHSI test)
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Figure 4.4 Oil rate at each pressure decline range (CHSI test)
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Figure 4.5 GOR at each pressure decline range (CSI test)
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Figure 4.6 Oil rate at each pressure decline range (CSI test)
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Several conclusions can be drawn from these four figures in three aspects: (1) change
in oil rate and GOR in different production cycles; (2) oil rate scale comparison; (3) change
in oil rate and GOR within each pressure decline range.
4.3.1.2 Oil rate and GOR in different production cycles
In 55℃ test, oil rate increases from cycle 2 to cycle 4 and then decreases from cycle 4
to cycle 18. This change trend is similar with that of the CSI case. However, the degree of
the oil rate decline in CSI case is not as dramatic as that of CHSI case. The difference of
decline degree is also found in the GOR data. Five extremely high GORs are found in CHSI
test between transition cycle and post-transition cycles, but only one such high GOR is
detected in CSI test.
Foamy oil flow conducts oil swelling effect where swelled oil can be carried from the
reservoir to the production well and thus oil production rate can be increased (Jha 1986).
Moreover, low GOR indicates strong solution gas drive without extensive free gas
production. Therefore, high oil rate and low production GOR indicate vibrant foamy oil
flow behavior (Zhou et al., 2016). According to aforementioned oil rate and GOR trend
difference in CHSI and CSI tests, the endurance of foamy oil is better in CSI test than that
in CHSI test from overall pressure decline range aspect. Therefore, production phase 1 of
CSI case is longer than it is in CHSI case (figure 4.2). The reason for the advantage of
ambient temperature solvent is that, the higher the solvent temperature, the lower the
solvent solubility, and the shortened the foamy oil longevity (Chang and Ivory 2013; Zhang
1999). According to the average reservoir temperature increase in two CHSI tests (figure
4.7), average reservoir temperature in 55℃ case increases from 20℃ to 25℃ at transition
cycle (cycle 13) and remains above 25℃ from then on. Temperature data in figure 4.7 is
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the average temperature of the temperature measurement results of six thermal probes’ at
the end of production period in each cycle. It can be inferred from abovementioned analysis
that the lasting relatively high reservoir temperature may deteriorate foamy oil stability.
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Figure 4.7 Average reservoir temperature change with cumulative production time
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4.3.1.3 Oil rate scale comparison
According to figures 4.4 and 4.6, oil rate scale of CHSI (55℃) and CSI (20℃) is
different during production phase 1. Average oil rate of CHSI case is much higher than that
in CSI case, which can be explained from pressure decline range aspect. Pressure decline
range of CHSI case is 2.3 times as high as that of 20℃ case, which means that foamy oil
occurrence frequency is much higher in CHSI case than that in CSI case. However, oil rate
advantage of CHSI case no longer exists in production phase 2, because both 55℃ and
20℃ cases are negatively affected by foamy oil behavior decay in production phase 2. In
phase 2, the degeneration of foamy oil is due to low solvent dissolution efficiency within
large solvent chamber (Hong et al., 2017). In addition, free gas trapped in solvent chamber
will be released soon once production well is opened, and consequently reservoir bottomhole pressure will decrease harshly which breaks foamy oil nucleation (Zhou et al., 2018).
Therefore, for both cases, production time is relatively short in later cycles.
4.3.1.4 Oil rate and GOR within each pressure decline range
Domination of foamy oil pressure range had been investigated in a previous CSI
experimental study (Du 2017). In that study (test 1), the pressure decline rate was same
with this study (12.5 kPa/min) but ambient temperature (20℃) solvent was used. Initial
reservoir pressure in that study was 800 kPa instead of 1860 kPa as it is in this study (the
55℃ case). According to the experimental data analysis figure of that test (figure 3-15), the
foamy oil pressure range is 800~400 kPa. It is noticeable that such range is within foamy
oil pressure range of 55℃ case in this study (1116~372 kPa), which indicates that
increasing solvent injection temperature may extend the foamy oil pressure decline range
to some extent although major foamy oil pressure range will not change. This discovery
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may explain why increasing solvent injection temperature can hardly increase ultimate oil
recovery as stated in 4.3.1.1.
The foamy oil pressure range can be detected in 55℃ CHSI test. However, such pressure
range seems not to be clearly reflected from CSI case. Although the low GOR pressure
zone has been found at relative pressure of 0.8 where GOR of each cycle is lower than
2000, relatively high oil rate is not detected at relative pressure of 0.8. Therefore, the foamy
oil pressure zone can hardly be detected in CSI test. This situation is attributed to the weak
foamy oil flow behavior in CSI in contrast with CHSI. The weak foamy oil strength of CSI
has also been discussed in oil rate scale study in section 4.3.1.3.

4.3.2 Comparison between two CHSI tests
4.3.2.1 Recovery and oil rate comparison
For the two CHSI cases, phase 1 and phase 2 can be recognized from oil production rate
figure (figure 4.8). The dividing cycles of two phases have been marked in red in the figure.
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Figure 4.8 Oil rate comparison between two CHSI cases
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Recovery of 70℃ case is relatively higher than that of 55℃ case during production
phase 1. Higher recovery factor of 70℃ case contributes from higher solvent injection
pressure and temperature. From injection pressure point of view, pressure depletion range
is larger in 70℃ test (2600~0 kPa) than that in 55℃ test (1860~0 kPa). Large pressure
depletion range increases opportunity for foamy oil generation. However, average oil rate
of two tests is close to other (0.052 g/min in 55℃ case and 0.057 g/min in 70℃ case).
Foamy oil strength can influence oil production rate in CSI process (Du et al., 2014).
Pressure depletion rate in two cases is as same as 12.5 kPa/min. Therefore, foamy oil
strength in two cases is close to each other. Another potential reason that may influence oil
rate is the reservoir temperature. As figure 4.7 shows, the biggest temperature difference
of the two cases in the same production timeline is 1.2℃. The small temperature difference
means that oil viscosity reduction caused by the increased reservoir temperature is similar
in the two tests. As a result, oil flow mobility improvement in two tests is close to each
other.
For both cases, foamy oil decays during production phase 2 as oil rate drops sharply
after production phase 1. The contrast of oil rate is shown in table 4.2. In addition, oil
viscosity regain issue and asphaltene precipitation may also impede oil rate (Jia et al., 2015;
Ma et al., 2017).
4.3.2.2 Solvent diffusion effect
Solvent gaseous phase in the oil-gas system will be decreased while vapor solvent
diffusing into crude oil. Moreover, model reservoir pressure will decrease if gaseous phase
in reservoir porous media declines. Therefore, solvent diffusion effect can be indirectly
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studied through reservoir pressure decline during soaking period. For three cases, reservoir
pressure drop in each cycle is plotted in figure 4.9. Soaking time of each cycle is 30 minutes.
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Figure 4.9 Pressure drop after soaking (the CHSI case vs. the 20℃ solvent CSI case)
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It can be seen from figure 4.9 that pressure drop extent is positively correlated with
solvent injection temperature level. This correlation is attributed to the solvent
condensation effect. Solvent condensation is more effective in higher solvent injection
temperature case (Pathak et al., 2012). Effective solvent condensation leads to large contact
interface between solvent and heavy oil. Mass transfer between oil and solvent increases
when oil contacts with liquid solvent instead of vapor due to the increase of solvent
concentration gradient in the gas-oil system (Badamchi-Zadeh et al., 2013). This discovery
is in accordance with the result of a VAPEX experiment study. According to that study,
solvent diffusivity will be increased if injected solvent temperature is higher than the
reservoir initial temperature. (Jiang et al., 2010).
4.3.2.3 Solvent extraction efficiency
Mass transfer effect can be studied with help of the gross solvent utilization factor. The
gross utilization factor is defined as injected solvent mass per gram of produced oil. Gross
utilization factors for three cases are shown in figures 4.10 and 4.11. Total injected solvent
amount of three cases is shown in table 4.4.
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Figure 4.10 Cumulative solvent gross utilization factor change with recovery factor
(the 70℃ test vs. the 55℃ test)
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Figure 4.11 Cumulative solvent gross utilization factor change with recovery factor
(the 55℃ test vs. the 20℃ test)
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As figure 4.11 shows, CHSI is superior to CSI in terms of the solvent usage efficiency
during whole production period. As figure 4.10 shows, the gross utilization factor of 70℃
case is lower than it is in the 55℃ case during production phase 1, which indicates that less
solvent is needed to extract oil in 70℃ case during early production period. However, gross
utilization factor is higher in 70℃ case during production phase 2. Given the fact that
recovery factor of two CHSI tests is close to each other (5.3% and 7.1%), gross utilization
factor reflects difference of injected solvent quantity in two cases. The difference of
injected solvent quantity leads to the difference of solvent chamber growth, which can be
reflected from the solvent chamber growth comparison between two CHSI cases.
Injected solvent tends to accumulate in solvent chamber area, which expedites solvent
retention and condensation. Once the solvent chamber is enlarged, more solvent has to be
injected in order to fill the solvent chamber and pressurize the reservoir. Therefore, high
amount of solvent will be supplied for the next cycle if solvent chamber is large in current
cycle. As a result, gross utilization factor increases in the next cycle. Consequently, gross
utilization factor increases dramatically after transition cycle between phase 1 and phase 2.
The solvent chamber images for production phase 2 are shown in figure 4.12 (cycle 32 of
70℃ test) and figure 4.13 (cycle 14 of 55℃ test). It can be seen that solvent chamber
growth extent is higher in 70℃ case than that in 55℃ case.
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Injector/Producer

Figure 4.12 Reservoir image after production (70℃ CHSI test cycle 32)
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Injector/Producer

Figure 4.13 Reservoir image after production (55℃ CHSI test cycle 14)
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Table 4.4 Total used propane gas mass comparison.
Temperature level, ℃

Used propane mass, g

20

2428.1

55

1644.2

70

3095.9
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In sum, solvent usage efficiency is positively affected by injected solvent temperature
during early productive phase (phase 1). However, in the later production phase (phase 2),
solvent usage efficiency decreases severely in the high solvent injection temperature case
because the free gas trapping effect in the solvent chamber is more severe in that case.
Therefore, from solvent usage efficiency aspect, 55℃ is the optimal solvent injection
temperature level. In addition, according to table 4.4 and figure 4.2, solvent usage amount
in 55℃ case is the lowest among three cases although the recovery of three cases is close
to each other. Accordingly, the medium-high temperature (55℃ in this study) is the optimal
solvent injection temperature level in CHSI method.
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4.4 Conclusions
Several important conclusions can be drawn from experimental results and analysis.
1. In CSI heavy oil extraction method, ultimate oil recovery is independent of solvent
injection temperature. Nevertheless, increasing injected solvent temperature can enhance
oil production rate during early productive phase.
2. High oil rate production period can be determined from various solvent injection
temperature cases. During this period, foamy oil flow is the dominating driving mechanism.
High solvent injection temperature augments foamy oil strength, which increases oil
production rate. In addition, high solvent injection temperature may extend vibrant foamy
oil pressure range during pressure depletion process. In other words, during highly
productive phase, the positive effect of increasing solvent temperature on oil viscosity
reduction offsets the negative effect of high temperature on solvent solubility. However,
when production phase transfers from highly productive phase to low oil production rate
phase, increasing solvent injection temperature will shorten foamy oil longevity due to
negative effect of high temperature on foamy oil stability.
3. In CSI process, solvent diffusion effect largely depends on solvent injection
temperature. Increasing solvent injection temperature can enhance solvent condensation,
which in turn increases mass transfer between solvent and oil.
4. During early productive phase, solvent extraction efficiency can be possibly elevated
by increasing solvent injection temperature. However, high solvent extraction efficiency
may accelerate solvent chamber growth rate in later production period, which leads to high
solvent usage amount. From solvent usage amount and efficiency aspects, medium-high
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temperature (55℃ case in this study) is recommended as the optimal solvent injection
temperature.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions
Three series of experiments were conducted in several chapters of this study to explore
the oil production enhancement potential of the cyclic hot solvent injection method (CHSI).
In chapter 2, the hot solvent injection method was compared with the mixture gas injection
method. In chapter 3, three various injection solvent temperature levels were involved to
investigate the influence of solvent temperature on production performance. In chapter 4,
CHSI was compared with the N-Solv method in two experiments. Eight critical conclusions
have been drawn from the experimental results analysis:
1. Hot solvent injection CSI is superior to the mixture gas injection method in terms of
ultimate oil recovery performance. This is attributed to different foamy oil vitality and
solvent diffusion efficiency in the two methods. Foamy oil performance can be studied
from oil recovery within various bottom hole pressure decline ranges. Solvent diffusion
efficiency can be reflected from the extent of pressure decline during the soaking period.
2. For both hot solvent injection and mixture gas injection CSI methods, a high oil
production rate phase and a low oil production rate phase were found during the early and
later production periods, respectively. The highly productive phase in the mixture gas
method is much shorter than that in the hot solvent injection method due to the limited
dissolution capability of non-condensable gas in heavy oil. On the contrary, the pure hot
solvent injection CSI method is beneficial from a high solubility and gas flooding effect.
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The solvent flooding effect enlarges the solvent chamber. In comparison, the solvent
chamber area is relatively limited in the mixture gas injection CSI case.
3. Hot solvent injection CSI is superior to the N-Solv method in terms of ultimate oil
recovery performance. This is attributed to the high oil rate advantages contributed by the
foamy oil flow characteristic in the hot solvent CSI method. In comparison, in the N-Solv
method, a relatively slow oil rate results from the limited gravity drainage effect.
4. The N-Solv method consumes less solvent than the hot solvent CSI method. As a result,
the solvent chamber is small in the N-Solv method and is not capable of initiating the gas
flooding effect. In contrast, the gas flooding phenomenon has been found in the hot solvent
CSI method.
5. In the hot solvent injection CSI method, changing the solvent injection temperature
hardly influences the ultimate oil recovery. However, the total production time of hot
solvent injection cases is much shorter than that of the ambient temperature injection CSI
test. This demonstrates that heat transfer from thermal solvent could increase oil flow
efficiency by decreasing the oil viscosity. Such an oil viscosity reduction advantage
compensates for the disadvantage of the negative effect a high temperature on foamy oil
stability from a total production time scale.
6. Increasing the solvent temperature from a medium-high (55℃) level to the highest level
(70℃) hardly improves the oil production rate. Nevertheless, during the early productive
phase, the oil rate advantage of hot solvent cases over the ambient temperature case is
obvious. The oil rate scale difference is attributed to the difference in foamy oil behavior.
In the high solvent injection temperature scenario, the vibrant foamy oil flow pressure
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range is relatively large. However, this “strong foamy oil” pressure zone diminishes
quickly in the high solvent injection case. On the contrary, the existing time of the “weaker
foamy oil” from the ambient temperature case is relatively longer than that of the hot
solvent case.
7. Solvent diffusion efficiency is related to solvent injection temperature. The higher the
injected solvent temperature, the higher the solvent diffusion efficiency. This is due to the
solvent condensation effect, which transfers the solvent diffusion from vapor-liquid contact
to liquid-liquid contact. As a result, the solvent will more easily dissolve into heavy oil,
and thus will reduce the oil viscosity more effectively.
8. In terms of usage, the solvent extracts heavy oil more efficiently in the higher solvent
injection temperature case during early production phase. However, during the later
production period, the extraction efficiency becomes quite the opposite. From the total
solvent usage efficiency perspective, a medium-high temperature level is considered the
optimal solvent injection temperature level.
5.2 Recommendations
Four recommendations based on the current experimental design and obtained
experimental results are:
1. In future work, various shapes of reservoir models should be implemented to test the
model boundary effect on the oil recovery factor. By doing so, the recovery similarity
conclusions from various temperature levels, which is drawn from experiments with a
constant reservoir model, will be more convincing and reliable.
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2. Heat loss is a big concern in the hot solvent injection CSI test. Future experiments should
be conducted within a model where the heat transfer efficiency is much lower than that of
stainless steel. A thermal insulation-based model will help to avoid significant solvent
condensation immediately after solvent injection. By doing so, the effect of various solvent
injection temperatures on foamy oil and oil viscosity reduction will be more prudently
studied without considerable heat loss influence.
3. In addition to propane, other types of light hydrocarbon, such as butane, are also
potentially available to be applied in the hot solvent injection CSI method. Other solvent
types should be studied to confirm the optimal solvent type in terms of the hot solvent
injection CSI method.
4. As a solvent-based heavy oil extraction method, solvent recovery is a critical in-situ
application challenge in the thermal solvent injection CSI method. Because of the large
amount of hot solvent amount, the investment of solvent preparation is a major concern in
field application due to the heat energy request and solvent intrinsic high cost. Therefore,
in order to upscale the experimental experience at the in-situ reservoir field, it is necessary
to simulate the solvent recovery process in lab study or through simulation work.
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